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New Titles for Children and Young People
Adler, Carole S. Kiss the Clown. Houghton/Clarion, 1986. ISBN 0-89919-419-2. 178p. $12.95.
Viki has come from Guatemala, where her father is a missionary, to stay with Aunt
Ad Claudette (a librarian, and single) and attend high school in a town in upstate New
7-9 York. She begins dating Marc (self-centered achiever) but comes to realize his older
brother Joel is a much nicer person and falls in love with him. (Joel is dyslexic, dis-
couraged, generous, kind to all, and he continues to be silent about his love for Viki out
of loyalty to his brother.) Viki is worried by news of her mother's behavior, for Mother
is apathetic, only happy when she has a visitor, and Viki dislikes some of these men.
Adler is a competent writer, and, as do many of her books, this gives insight into a
young person's reactions to familial problems; unfortunately, all of the reiterated con-
cern about her parents is seen from a distance and from Viki's viewpoint, so that it
strikes a monotone note that is not really integrated into the basic story, which is a tri-
angular love story with the material on dyslexia as a special angle. Characterization is
excellent, and the writing style, including dialogue, is smooth and controlled.
D.V. Adaptability; Handicaps, adjustment to
Allen, Laura Jean. Where Is Freddy? written and illus. Laura Jean Allen. Harper, 1986. Library
ed. ISBN 0-06-020099-5; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-020098-7. 60p. (An I Can Read Book)
Library ed. $9.89; Trade ed. $8.95.
Detectives Rollo and Tweedy, mice, take on the mysterious case of Mrs. Twombly's
Ad missing grandson Freddy. "Fear not. The child will be found." Clues are everywhere,
1-3 or rather, nowhere: forty coat hangers, five sheets, laundry basket, driving goggles and
scarf-all missing from Mrs. Twombly's elaborate mouse mansion. The detective work
is slightly plodding-a few too many red herrings-but the three-color illustrations are
nicely detailed and witty.
Amari, Suad. Cooking the Lebanese Way. ISBN 0-8225-0913-X. 47p.
Bacon, Josephine. Cooking the Israeli Way. ISBN 0-8225-0912-1. 51p.
Both books are illus. with photographs by Robert L. and Diane Wolfe; Lerner, 1986;
(Easy Menu Ethnic Cookbooks); $8.95.
Like the numerous other books in this ethnic cookbook series, these two start out
R with a brief history of their authors' respective countries, an introduction to cooking
6-10 utensils and cooking terms, and authentic sample menus with pronunciation guides
before launching into the recipes themselves. The photographs and layout are attractive
and the selections both typical and tempting; recipes occasionally call for canned or pre-
packaged food (in the Israeli "Salat Russi," for instance), but there is heavier reliance
on fresh ingredients, including a balance of dairy products, chicken or fish, vegetables,
and fruit. A reminder of safety rules, a metric conversion chart, and a table of measures
are appended, along with an index.
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Ashabranner, Brent. Children of the Maya: A Guatemalan Indian Odyssey; illus. with photo-
graphs by Paul Conklin. Dodd, 1986. ISBN 0-396-08786-8. 97p. $12.95.
The most intensely focused and moving of all the reportage in this writer-photog-
R rapher team's series on U.S. minorities provides brief background on the political
5-9 dynamics behind the genocide of Mayan Indians at the hands of the Guatamalan army.
* Most of the book is devoted to the stories told by survivors of village massacres, their
escapes, experiences as refugees through Mexico and across the border, and their reset-
tlement in Indiantown, Florida, a population center for black, Hispanic, and native
American migrant workers. Both the narrative and the photography are informal but
clear; as a history and current events resource, this gives not only information but also a
sense of immediate involvement in a situation too close and too tragic to be ignored.
Bahr, Amy C. It's Okay to Say No. ISBN 0-448-15328-9.
Sometimes It's Okay to Tell Secrets. ISBN 0-448-15325-4.
What Should You Do When... ? ISBN 0-448-15327-0.
Your Body is Your Own. ISBN 0-448-15326-2.
All books are illus. by Frederick Bennet Green; Grosset, 1986; 27p. $4.95.
A "Note to Parents" is included at the beginning of each of the books in this series,
Ad designed for parents to use with children. The four titles cover material that is included
K-2 in most of the many books on the subject of what may be unsafe and what to do if you
are a young child who is propositioned, threatened, offered a bribe, abused, etc. Each
of the books, simply and stiffly written and illustrated by pedestrian illustrations,
focuses, as the titles indicate, on one aspect of children's rights or appropriate
responses. Sensible, but each text seems repetitive and overextended.
Blocksma, Mary. Amazing Mouths and Menus; illus. by Lee J. Ames. Prentice-Hall, 1986. ISBN
0-13-023854-6. 46p. $12.95.
The facts here are straightforward and useful, but organizing them by days of the
M week seems arbitrary and confusing. After an introduction to basic characteristics of
3-5 mammal, reptile, fish, and bird mouths, the author lists a "menu" for Monday-tree
parts, deep sea coral, nuts and seeds-and describes several herbivores that eat them,
including rodents, beaver, parrotfish, and the cockatiel; but rats, which are listed spe-
cifically, are omnivorous, and the principle of chewing with beak or front teeth gets lost
in the disparate examples. Tuesday through Sunday suffer much the same fate. There is
also occasional condescension in the text ("How clever of you!") and some unscientific
writing ("All in all, reptiles have a rather repulsive way of eating"). The black-and-
white drawings are competently rendered, and the diagrams are good. On the whole,
however, Lauber's book (reviewed below) on the same subject is superior.
C.U. Biology
Bolognese, Don. Pen & Ink. ISBN 0-531-10133-9.
Pencil. ISBN 0-531-10134-7.
Both books are written and illus. by Don Bolognese and Elaine Raphael; Watts, 1986;
60p.; (The Illustrator's Library); $9.90.
An unusually articulate discussion of the materials, techniques, practice, and vision
R required to make pen-and-ink and pencil illustrations. Although some prior knowledge
5- is assumed (templates are mentioned but not defined, for instance, in Pen and Ink),
* most of the explanations are simple without becoming boring: look for the stories of a
face; observe the range of textures possible with varied pen tips in five versions of the
same drawing; explore the effects of linear, line-and-tone, and tonal drawings in pencil.
Although the series introductions are the same for each volume, the texts are carefully
tailored to the different media. All of the points made are well illustrated in the accom-
panying drawings; the description of form and structure in the pencil book, for
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instance, is rendered all the more lucid by the accompanying sketches. Both books are
carefully designed to show what they tell. These are basic lessons in art appreciation as
well as creation.
C.U. Art-study and teaching; Illustrations-pen and ink; Illustrations-line drawings
Bowman, Margret. Blue-Footed Booby: Bird of the Galapagos; written and illus. by Margret
Bowman; ad. by Nicholas Millhouse. Walker, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-8027-6629-3;
Trade ed. ISBN 0-8027-6628-5. 28p. Library ed. $11.85; Trade ed. $11.95.
Despite the choppy writing style, this description of a seabird of the Galapagos
R Archipelago, the blue-footed booby, is interesting because of the creature itself, the
2-4 unusual setting, the fact that information about other flora and fauna of the region is
provided. This has a narrative framework and follows a typical pattern in books about
an animal for younger children; it describes the life of the animal from birth to its
attainment of independence, giving information en route about nesting, feeding, flight,
etc. The romanticized but accurately detailed pictures show the colony of blue-footed
boobies and the changes in appearance of the bird, who is referred to as "Booby."
C.U. Science
Caines, Jeanette Franklin. Chilly Stomach; illus. by Pat Cummings. Harper, 1986. Library ed.
ISBN 0-06-020977-1; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-020976-3. 32p. Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed.
$11.95.
Sandy is not comfortable around her Uncle Jim: "Sometime he hugs me and kisses
M me on the lips, and I get a chilly stomach." Jim never does anything overt, nothing
K-3 Sandy's parents would see as being amiss; nevertheless, "When Uncle Jim tickles me, I
don't like it." While this picture book gets high marks for its consistently child-like per-
spective, there are serious problems with its resolution. During a sleepover at best friend
Jill's house (Sandy always tries to go there when Uncle Jim stays over), Sandy confides
her secret fears. Jill says she is going to tell her mother, and that Sandy should tell her
parents, too. Sandy is afraid to tell: "Maybe Mommy and Daddy won't like me any-
more." Last page: "But I want them to know." The picture shows a fearful Sandy,
Dad waving goodbye to Jim, and Mom picking up the phone. The implication, one sup-
poses, is that Jill's mother is calling, but this is too subtle for young children. More of a
problem is that Sandy's fears-that her parents won't believe her or love her-are not
resolved. The author's message may be that it doesn't matter how scared you are, tell
someone, but the abrupt finish will only lead readers to think that a page is missing.
Cummings' illustrations are better than the text: intensely bright colors and a dramatic
use of space make each page a vivid tableau.
Cebulash, Mel. Hot Like the Sun. Lerner, 1986. ISBN 0-8225-0729-3. 107p. $9.95.
Sixteen-year-old Terry Tyndale, wholesome, dependable, attractive, and just slightly
NR square, is the narrator. When pretty Sherri rings his doorbell and asks him to help solve
7-9 a mystery: who has stolen from pink-haired Jimmy the valuable coin he "borrowed"
from the collection of his friend Karen's father while the latter was out of town. The
answer is so obvious that it's hard to believe Terry doesn't see it as he follows clues and
woos Sherri with equal vigor. The plot is weak and the characterization superficial, but
what really detracts from the book's worth (assuming that the action and minimal
suspense give it worth) is the style, which is flat and contrived.
Chalmers, Mary. Six Dogs, Twenty-Three Cats, Forty-Five Mice, and One Hundred Sixteen
Spiders; written and illus. by Mary Chalmers. Harper, 1986. Library ed. ISBN
0-06-021189-X; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-021188-1. 28p. Library ed. $10.89; Trade ed.
$10.95.
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Why anyone would want the 190 pets ennumerated in the title is never explained, but
Ad Annie Tree, the main character, seems to cherish each and every one, even the two shy
3-5 spiders (named simply "Dears") that live in the teapot in spite of the constant cleaning
yrs. required. Annie's one friend, Priscilla, can't quite bear the mess, even in a guest house
Annie builds just for her visits. In the end, however, everyone's reconciled (although
one wonders how the cats and mice quite got along in the first place). The story is really
an excuse for the pictures, which are softly alluring watercolors that detail a bevy of
creatures in context of dainty domestic or lawn scenes. For most children, the whole
idea will seem a dream of animal companions (and adult indulgence) come true.
D.V. Friendship values
Cohen, Daniel. ESP: The New Technology. Messner, 1986. ISBN 0-671-61151-8. 116p. illus.
with photographs. $9.59.
In a text that is as determinedly impartial as it is florid, Cohen discusses the history of
M parapsychological research, some of the major workers in the field, and some of the
7-9 findings-including those that have been proved to be fraudulent. The subject is one
that interests many readers, both those who are convinced of the existence of extrasen-
sory perception, and those who are dubious about it. The book is weakened by the use
of photographs of poor quality, errors in the text or in captions ("Only near the start...
are their any..." or dubbing a leader in the field "Dr. J.B. Rhinde") and the lack of an
index to give access to the contents. A bibliography provides a partial list of sources.
Cole, Brock. The Giant's Toe; written and illus. by Brock Cole. Farrar, 1986. ISBN
0-374-32559-6. 31p. $12.95.
Like Haley's Jack and the Bean Tree, reviewed below, this is an Americanized version
Ad of the English tale, but this one is a spoof. The giant looks remarkably like W.C. Fields
5-7 (a visual pun in itself, as the setting is his garden), and when he cuts off his toe with a
yrs. hoe, the toe becomes a mischievous midget that tricks the giant into baking his hen that
laid the golden eggs and throwing his golden harp down a hole all the way to China.
Fortunately the toe boy also gets rid of a mean-looking kid named Jack who comes to
chop up the giant, so the giant and his toe live happily ever after. Cole's watercolor
paintings are funny and full of action, although, with all due respect, the toe looks more
like Tom Thumb and one has to wonder, in the opening scenes, how the giant could
have cut off his toe without cutting his shoe, which is still whole. On balance, though,
this is an offbeat story that would be entertaining to use in context with Joseph Jacobs'
version.
Cole, Joanna. A Dog's Body; illus. with photographs by Jim and Ann Monteith. Morrow, 1986.
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-04154-X; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-04153-1. 42p. Library ed.
$11.88; Trade ed. $11.75.
Like others in the author's series (A Frog's Body, etc.), this is a first-rate introduction
R for younger children. Cole emphasizes physical function over anatomical description,
K-3 answering children's most frequent questions about dogs: how can they run so fast, why
do they pant, what do different barks mean? In the simple but thorough text, Cole dis-
cusses dogs' lupine ancestry, how different breeds were developed, why certain senses
are more important than others. The many black-and-white photographs and diagrams
are clear, well-placed, and always informative.
C.U. Biology
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Colman, Hila. Happily Ever After. Scholastic, 1986. ISBN 0-590-33551-0. 154p. Paper ed. $2.25.
Like Camilla in Sandra Scoppetone's Trying Hard to Hear you (reviewed in the
Ad February, 1975 issue), Melanie is in love with a boy who is sweet and tenderly affection-
8-10 ate but who just doesn't respond sexually. Melanie, unlike Camilla, has known Paul
since they were best friends in second grade. Many readers will suspect what Melanie
does not: Paul is gay. Indeed, when she talks to him about their marriage, a future event
she's assumed will occur, Paul gently, painfully tells her. Disbelief is followed by
unhappy acceptance, but the anguish remains. Melanie tries to help, through her
parents, who are close to Paul's parents, ease the tension in Paul's family. The story is
competently written, with good balance of dialogue and exposition, convincing charac-
ters, and a believably inconclusive ending, for Paul is leaving to try independence and a
new life style. Colman's conclusion is the message: "Loving Paul had been no waste.
She was lucky to have him for a friend. He had already showed her something about
honesty and integrity. 'If you don't have that, you can't love anyone,' Paul had mused,
and she knew that he was right." Never judgmental, the story is weakened by the slow
development of a situation most readers will anticipate long before Paul tells Melanie.
D.V. Friendship values
Cooney, Caroline B. Don't Blame the Music. Pacer/Putnam, 1986. ISBN 0-448-47778-5. $13.95.
Reviewed from galleys.
Although her relationships with friends and her involvement in school affairs are
Ad important to the narrator, Susan, her life during the period covered by this story is dom-
7-9 inated by Ashley. Twenty-five, the sister who had been Susan's loving protector has
come home after a failed career as a rock singer. Bitter, sullen, and destructive, Ash
spoils personal and family property, is viciously insulting to Susan and their parents,
and is clearly in desperate need of therapy. The weakest aspect of the book is that it
takes so long for her parents to suggest it, tolerating her expressed hate with what seems
weakness rather than patience. Meanwhile Susan is learning to cope with an arrogant
(rather stereotypical) girl rival, to see the true nature of each of the boys she likes, to
understand the reasons for Ashley's aggression and hostility. This has well-defined
characters and it explores the ramifications of a familial situation in which there is one
member so abrasive that there is stress in all parts of the lives of others. This is not as
impressive in pace or development as Cooney's previous book, particularly because of
the long period of the acceptance of Ashley's excesses, but it touches on issues impor-
tant to adolescent development, and it certainly has dramatic moments.
D.V. Family relations; Sisters
Cooper, Clare. Earthchange. Lerner, 1986. ISBN 0-8225-0730-7. 96p. $9.95.
"Don't ever let anybody know that you go walking," Grandmother had said, and
R Rose understood that Boss, who ruled their tiny colony, would punish her if she did. Or
6-8 if he knew that Grandmother had taught her to read. When an accident killed Boss and
the others, Grandmother sent Rose on a dangerous mission, which brought her into
encounters with other, hostile colonies and with ferocious animals. When she reached
her goal, Rose found that there were people who were friendly, that she was part of the
history of these new, highly educated people, that there was a reason for the devastation
of Earth and possibly a remedy. There are many stories about a primitive state of affairs
on an Earth that has been self-destructive, and here the concept of a history after Things
Went Wrong is an effective one. The author is a member of Greenpeace, but her mes-
sage never overshadows her story, told with good pace and suspense.
D.V. Courage
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Cross, Gillian. The Prime Minister's Brain; illus. by Sally Burgess. Oxford/Merrimack, 1986.
ISBN 0-19-217489-9. 192p. $9.95.
In a sequel to The Demon Headmaster (reviewed in the September, 1983 issue) Dinah
Ad and her friends and siblings are again embroiled in a dangerous adventure in which they
4-6 pit their wits against those of a power-hungry, evil, brutal hypnotist, the former Head-
master. This time Dinah is one of a group of computer-skilled children duped into a
mass effort at what they think is a contest. What it proves to be is the Headmaster's
effort to crack a code (or rather to have one of the bright children do so) so that he can
get into the computer and the brain of the Prime Minister. This has the same kind of
action, suspense, and pace as the first book, but it's less cohesive, partly because the
chapters alternately move from Dinah (inside a sealed, huge building) to the others who
are attempting to rescue her. This technique can work, but it doesn't here, primarily
because the action in each part does not affect or contribute to the other.
Daly, Maureen. Acts of Love. Scholastic, 1986. ISBN 0-590-33873-0. $12.95. Reviewed from
galleys.
After a long silence, a popular author returns to adolescent fiction. Alas, the book is
M replete with flowery phrases (referring to the splendor of the town's hotel a century and
6-9 a half earlier, "The Zenith Arms had been a small, perfect hotel with a wide veranda
with rocking chairs and gentlemen from the South in white gloves to serve tea or mint
juleps.... ") or with solecisms such as "Like most of the girls, her eye makeup was
heavy...." There are three strands: teenage Retta's love affair with tall, rugged Dallas
Dobson from Texas, the fight her parents and other residents put up (in vain) to save
their land from being taken over by the state, and the family's move to California-
where Dallas gets a summer job. The pace is adequate, the characters are believable if
superficially drawn; the weaknesses of the story are the style and the fact that the com-
ponents of the plot don't fuse.
Demi. Demi's Count the Animals 1,2,3; written and illus. by Demi. Grosset, 1986. ISBN
0-448-18980-1. 47p. $9.95.
Here's a counting book that is an effective teaching tool, with clear correlation
R between words, digits, and pictures and with attractive illustrations of animals. Some of
2-5 the paintings (chiefly bright pastel colors) are ornamented (elephants in two-color print
yrs. design) while others are realistic. The numbers go from one to twenty, and Demi has
* added two ways to count to one hundred. A sample of the text: "1 ONE How many
rhinos/on the run?/It's easy to see/there's only one. Count one rhinoceros." Color,
humor, and the appeals of rhyme, rhythm, and a parade of animals equal a winner.
Duke, Kate. Bedtime. ISBN 0-525-44207-3.
Clean-Up Day. ISBN 0-525-44208-1.
The Playground. ISBN 0-525-44206-5.
What Bounces? ISBN 0-525-44209-X.
All books are written and illus. by Kate Duke; Dutton, 1986; 10p. $2.95.
Like many of the other board books recently published, this is a set of four; the paint-
R ings are bright, lively, and humorous, reminiscent but not imitative of the work of
1-3 Rosemary Wells. The protagonists are guinea pigs-a patient mother, a hyperactive
yrs. child, occasional minor characters. In Bedtime, the large print reads, on separate pages,
"Time for bed," "Toilet time," "Bath time," and so on until the child's in bed. Save
for the child's pajamas there is no clothing worn in this or the other books, so the audi-
ence may wonder why the pajamas and why, in Clean-Up Day, there's a laundry picture
labelled "Dirty clothes." A minor flaw, that, in a set of funny, clever books that have
the appeal of the familiar and, in What Bounces?, the bonus of a concept book.
[i2Q
Dygard, Thomas J. Halfback Tough. Morrow, 1986. ISBN 0-68-05925-2. 210p. $11.75.
At his old school, Worthington, Joe had been one of the tough delinquents who
Ad scoffed at the goody-goody football players. Now, he's a star on the team of his new
6-9 school, and his higher grades reflect the new attitude that being accepted by a group has
engendered. Given the situation, it is fairly clear that there's going to be some cause for
Joe's behavior to be suspect and that he will both prove his innocence and recognize the
fact that he's appreciated for what he is. (In addition, of course, to being a great foot-
ball player.) This is adequately written and adequately-if predictably-structured.
Characters are rather patterned, and the book has a narrow focus, with little outside of
football, but sports fans should enjoy the action of the game sequences.
D.V. Self-confidence
Geller, Mark. My Life in the Seventh Grade. Harper, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-021982-3;
Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-021979-3. 121p. Library ed. $10.89; Trade ed. $10.95.
This is Marvin Berman's record of his year in seventh grade in a junior high school in
Ad Skokie, Illinois. It's flip, it's funny, and it will undoubtedly evoke many a recognition
5-7 reflect and be enjoyed for all these reasons. The plotting is adequate, loosely knitting
Marvin's interest in baseball, his shifting relationships with his best friend Danny and
with the plump boy who's often the butt of Danny's teasing, his acquisition of a girl
friend and the friendship of the school tough. There's less emphasis on parents and
teachers, but there is some to give balance to the story. Characterization lacks depth and
tends toward the stereotypical; the book is weakened, also, by the static quality of the
dialogue.
Gerstein, Mordicai. Tales of Pan; written and illus. by Mordicai Gerstein. Harper, 1986. Library
ed. ISBN 0-06-021997-1; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-021996-3. 63p. Library ed. $12.89; Trade
ed. $12.95.
With a light and lively tone suited to Pan's more innocently mischievous moments,
R Gerstein adapts 13 Greek myths centered on his escapes, including his invention of
5-8 panic, his music contest with Apollo, and his part in King Midas' acquiring donkey
yrs. ears. A foreward sets the storytelling scene by neatly summarizing, in two pages, Pan's
place in the family of gods, who "lived on top of Mount Olympus, under great craggy
clouds that looked like whipped cream." Pan's dedication to noise and naughty confu-
sion will immediately appeal to children, and Gerstein has successfully joined the stories
with thematic characteristics and references such as Pan's "panic yell," which is
important to several episodes. The art is as frothy and as fun as the text, with pastel and
swirling soft line work weaving in and out of the text or sometimes covering the pages.
This is a natural readaloud, an entertaining introduction to mythology for the very
young, and an extension of the imaginary world into the real. The last two pages show
Zeus' family in contemporary attire, sitting for their photograph, while Pan sneaks off
with his pipes into Central Park. "YAAAAHHOOOOOYIPPEEEYIPPEEEYAAAAA-
HOOOOOO!"
C.U. Language arts; Reading aloud
Graham, Bob. First There Was Frances; written and illus. by Bob Graham. Bradbury, 1986.
ISBN 0-02-737030-5. 31p. $12.95.
Like Chalmers Six Dogs .. , reviewed above, this capitalizes on a crowd of creatures,
R but this time in family context. Frances meets Graham, who shortly brings home a dog,
3-5 who makes the perfect companion for the couple's first child and then second child,
yrs. after which Grandma, a goat, two Guinea pigs, a canary, another goat, an alley cat, and
various progeny of all of the above hurtle about the back garden. But with the advent of
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the horses, "That's when they moved to the country." The scraggly-lined full-color
illustrations document the mounting chaos in scenes like the one in which the cat's four
legs have fallen through the guinea pigs' wire cage or the goat and the cat give tit for tat.
There's none of the sentimental softness of the Chalmers book in this one, which stays
true to the inherent havoc of the situation and will appeal, in addition, by virtue of its
cumulative momentum, which has to serve as substitute for the missing story line.
Greenberg, Keith Elliot. Bruce Springsteen. ISBN 0-8225-1608-X. 30p.
Madonna. ISBN 0-8225-1606-3. 35p.
Mabery, D. L. Julian Lennon. ISBN 0-8225-1607-1. 35p.
Tina Turner. ISBN 0-8225-1609-8. 43p.
All books are Lerner, 1986; illus. with photographs; (Entertainment World); $8.95.
These four brief biographies of rock superstars are not as glitzy as many, and the sub-
Ad jects are less ephemeral. Tina Turner, particularly, is shown to be the musical survivor
5-9 she is because of effort and determination; in fact, most of the texts give enough back-
ground to convey the hard work behind the high climb. There are occasional lapses
("Bruce Springsteen and his band walked right into stardom") and vacuous statements
(" 'It was incredible' he said. 'It sounded like fun.' ") Yet on the whole, the physical
and musical energy it takes to keep a star going comes through, as does the personality
of each character, even down to the weight of sadness Julian Lennon has borne through
neglect and grief, or the control both women feel proud to have achieved. The color
photographs are more candid than usual promo shots; these will be consumed by fans.
Guthrie, Donna. Grandpa Doesn't Know It's Me; illus. by Katy Keck Arnsteen. Human Sciences
Press, 1986. Trade ed. ISBN 0-89885-302-8; Paper ed. ISBN 0-89885-308-7. 29p. Trade
ed. $13.95; Paper ed. $5.95.
Almost all children are concerned with their own identity, and it is usually confusing,
R or even frightening to them, when a grandparent no longer recognizes them. It can be
K-3 particularly traumatic when the relationship has been a close one. This book may help
children understand and accept such a change. It is told by a child, it is simply written,
and it describes the relentless progression of Alzheimer's disease. Grandpa had lived
nearby, taught Elizabeth to ride a bicycle, and told her stories; as he became increas-
ingly forgetful, it was clearly dangerous for him to be alone. When the story ends,
Grandpa is spending time at a day-care center, living with Elizabeth and her parents,
often confused or irrational. The book does not touch on what happens when a victim
of this disease needs full-time professional supervision, and for the age of the intended
audience, this is a wise decision. Despite the fact that the writing style is flat and the
illustrations (peach-tinted line drawings, lots of hatching) pedestrian, this does a good
job of explaining Alzheimer's disease and of explaining the disorientation it causes so
that children realize that there is no rejection of them.
D.V. Grandparent-child relations
Haley, Gail E., ad. Jack and the Bean Tree; ad. and illus. by Gail E. Haley. Crown, 1986. ISBN
0-517-55717-7. 48p. $12.95.
An Appalachian version closer to the English than to the Richard Chase tale with
Ad which some storytellers will be familiar, this is framed within a family gathering in
5-7 which an old woman, Poppyseed, explains how she magically came by her stories. In
yrs. this one, Jack trades the cow (absent in Chase), climbs the stalk, and finds himself in a
Greco-Romantic setting with a giant named Ephicophilus. He steals tablecloth, hen,
and harp (rifle, knife, and coverlet in Chase) and escapes with the giant crashed to a
grease spot and Matilda, the giant's wife who took such a liking to Jack, left up in
Skyland. (In most versions, the giant's wife is assumed to suffer the fate of all suckers-
in Chase, to be "smashed up when the house landed.") It's too bad there are no notes
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to the story. The art consists of heavily textured, page-and-a-half-spread paintings with
text in the other half page. The deep colors work best in green landscape scenes; they get
a bit jarring in the giants' palace. This is a fairly elaborate version, and the long text and
heavy palette best suit it to children already familiar with the tale.
Hall, Lynn. If Winter Comes. Scribner, 1986. ISBN 0-684-18575-X. 119p. $11.95.
"This is just another political thing, nothing to do with us. There's always some sort
Ad of crisis, you know that." It's Friday afternoon, and the crisis is nuclear; a small South
7-10 American country has atomic missiles aimed at major U.S. cities, and is threatening to
set them off on Saturday night. Steady couple Meredith and Barry, living in suburban
Chicago, are afraid. They try to reassure and support each other, but while the crisis
brings them closer together, it also bares the cracks in their relationship. Meredith tries
desperately to hold on to life-she stops her veterinarian mother from putting an aged
cat to sleep ("We've got a choice, with him.") while Barry almost welcomes destruc-
tion: "Most of his mind was terrified; the other part wanted it to come, longed for the
drama, the adrenaline-pumping wild excitement of the end of the world." All their
emotions are realistically developed, but Hall's perspective and plotting are too fre-
quently sentimental: Meredith's separated parents come closer together, Barry finds
solace in the company of an old woman in the Chicago ghetto. After the crisis is averted
Meredith concludes, "I guess there's nothing like almost getting killed to make a person
wise." Not a lot of depth here, but the subject will attract readers.
D.V. Boy-girl relations; Family relations
Hautzig, Deborah. Why Are You So Mean to Me? illus. by Tom Cooke. Random House, 1986.
Library ed. ISBN 0-394-98060-3; Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-88060-9. 32p. (A Sesame Street
Start-to-Read Book) Library ed. $5.99; Trade ed. $4.95.
The characters are Sesame Street muppets, which means that the illustration for this
Ad story about a child's feelings is a series of cartoons rather than art; bright and brash,
1-2 they have some humor but fail to echo the sensitivity of the story. Grover is hurt when
his classmates jeer at him for being so poor a batter. He takes his resentment out on a
friend, but they soon straighten matters out, and later Grover's mother offers solace
and candor: his batting may improve or it may not, but he'll always be good at being
Grover and that's more important. The print is large, the spacing ample, the writing
direct and simple, the plot adequately structured, the situation one most children will
find familiar. Useful for reading aloud as well as for beginning independent readers.
D.V. Age-mate relations; Self-confidence
C.U. Reading, beginning
Hansen, Joyce. Which Way Freedom? Walker, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-8027-6636-6; Trade ed.
ISBN 0-8027-6623-4. 120p. (Walker's American History Series for Young People)
Library ed. $12.85; Trade ed. $12.95.
In a strong historical novel, Joyce Hansen describes the way in which one young
R black man, Obi, struggles over a period of three years (1861-1864) politically and ideo-
6-9 logically toward the goal of being a free man. Hoping to find the mother he doesn't
remember, reluctant to leave the few people who are almost family, Obi is determined
to get away from his master, and he does so in a way that is exciting and believable. Obi
(he spurns the surname of his owner, and eventually chooses a new last name) eventu-
ally joins a Union regiment and is one of the few to escape from the bloody battle at
Fort Pillow, Tennessee. Hansen has made Obi real, emphasizing his tenacity and cour-
age by showing it rather than declaring him a cardboard hero. He is himself, but he also
exemplifies the commitment of all those who fought to be free, just as he illustrates the
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contribution made by many black soldiers in the Civil War.
C.U. History-U.S.
D.V. Courage; Self-confidence
Hansen, Rosanna. My First Book of Space; written by Rosanna Hansen and Robert A. Bell;
developed in conjunction with NASA. Messner, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-671-60621-2;
Trade ed. ISBN 0-671-60262-4. 41p. illus. with photographs. Library ed. $11.79; Trade
ed. $7.95.
On a par with Seymour Simon's individual volumes about the moon and various
R planets, this compacts a great deal of material covering the solar system generally, in
2-5 simple, clear, and often comparative terms. The oversize format is spacious enough to
accommodate impressively large color photographs and paintings offsetting factually
condensed blocks of text. The diagrams and total organization, with sections clearly
marked for browsing or specific reports, make this an excellent introduction.
C.U. Astronomy
Hayes, Sheila. You've Been Away All Summer. Lodestar, 1986. ISBN 0-525-67182-X. $12.95.
Reviewed from galleys.
Set in Manhatten, this is a sequel to The Carousel Horse, in which Fran made friends
R with Andrea, the rich girl she'd expected to hate because Mom was acting as cook at the
5-7 summer home of Andrea's parents. Here, Fran finds that her best friend Sarah has also
made a new friend-and Fran detests Marcie, feeling that she's stolen Sarah from her.
This is a common situation in books about middle-grades girls, but it's better handled
than in most such stories. The reactions and cross-reactions are often subtle and occa-
sionally humorous; there is genuine tension/resolution, and the changes that occur are
natural, emanating from personality and situation rather than imposed from without. A
happy ending, yes, but not a sugary one.
D.V. Friendship values; Jealousy, overcoming
Hilton, Suzanne. The World of Young Tom Jefferson; illus. by William Sauts Bock. Walker,
1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-8027-6622-6; Trade ed. ISBN 0-8027-6621-8. 92p. Library ed.
$13.85; Trade ed. $13.95.
In a biography that is fictionalized with restraint and written with polish and author-
R ity, Hilton focuses on Jefferson's childhood and his years as a young college student,
6-8 although the final chapter gives a compressed account of his life and work as an adult.
Despite the fact that Jefferson never emerges as a vibrant character, the text shows how
childhood events and attitudes foreshadowed his later philosophy. One of the strong
points of the book is the way the author brings in, at appropriate moments, a wealth of
pertinent information about such subjects as medicine or education of the period. A
chronology, an index, and a list headed, "Whatever Happened To...?" are provided.
C.U. History-U.S.
Hiscock, Bruce. Tundra, the Arctic Land; written and illus. by Bruce Hiscock. Atheneum, 1986.
ISBN 0-689-31219-0. 135p. $13.95.
A storehouse of information, this blends natural history background on the Tundra
R with the author's observations as he travels on a three-week camping trip in the brief
5-8 Arctic summer. Trees, plants, birds, insects, animals, and even various peoples have
all related in a delicate ecological balance for centuries until some recent upheavals due
to the discovery and exploitation of oil and mineral deposits. Hiscock describes this
ecological balance with particular attention to the specific details of surviving condi-
tions of extreme, unrelieved cold. One truck rut over the tundra, for instance, can cause
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uneven melting of the permafrost and create serious erosion of the land around it,
affecting plant and animal life in a chain reaction. The style is smooth, as is the organi-
zation; the treatment, both scientific and personal; the approach, encompassing. The
black-and-white illustrations and overall book design are strikingly handsome, the
bibliography (juvenile books are marked), useful.
C.U. Nature study
Hughes, Frieda. Getting Rid of Aunt Edna; illus. by Ed Levine. Harper, 1986. Library ed. ISBN
0-06-025622-2; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-025621-4. 74p. Library ed. $10.89; Trade ed. $11.50.
Aunt Edna is a witch whose spells go wrong and whose behavior is self-centered, so
M her visit to her sister Agatha is not particularly enjoyed by Agatha, also a witch, or be
3-5 their niece Miranda who lives with Agatha. Fortunately, a spell Miranda dodges
bounces back and turns Edna into a donkey. Like many first efforts, this has too many
incidents and too many characters to be cohesive. It is not a smooth blending of fantasy
and realism, although readers may enjoy the disaster humor and the talking animals in a
crowded household. Overdone.
Kassem, Lou. Middle School Blues. Houghton, 1986. ISBN 0-395-39499-6. 181p. $12.95.
Because she could find nothing in the library to help her prepare for going to middle
Ad school, Cindy writes, she's decided to produce her own book-so this is her record of
6-8 the first year of middle school. It's an experience Cindy and her best friend Becca regard
with apprehension, and at first it seems as though their fears are justified. But they do
make friends, they learn to like boys, and Cindy finds that a teacher reputed to be a
tartar is helpful. All of this is lightweight, palatable, and encouraging to readers
approaching the middle school years. There is little substance or development, however,
and the story is replete with such standard characters as the Class Snob and her toadies.
D.V. Age-mate relations; Teacher-pupil relations
Kennedy, X. J. Brats; illus. by James Watts. Margaret K. McElderry, 1986. ISBN 0-689-50392-X.
42p. $11.95.
Forty-two brief verses, mostly rhymed quatrains, celebrate or denigrate the actions of
R mischievous children, many of whom meet fearful fates. These are bright, tight, and
2-4 inventive, with plenty of playground chanting potential: "On his motorbike Lars stands/
Roaring past us-'Look! no hands!'/ Soon with vacant handle bars/ Back the bike
roars. Look, no Lars!" Word choices are simple, with reliance on inventive situations,
as when one young brat drenches the T.V. set to find out whether "flash floods/ Turn
soap opera to suds." Another imp, Sue, sticks a pig to the ceiling with Elmer's Glue.
("Uncle, gawking, spilled his cup./ 'Wow!' he cried. 'Has pork gone up!' "). A few of
the selections have a slightly grisly ring (specifically, in the case of Louise, who sneaks
up on a snoozing bear), but it's all done in high humor, as are the slapstick black-and-
white drawings that illustrate the spacious pages. Neatly crafted poetry that will be
highly popular as well.
C.U. Language arts
Kotzwinkle, William. The World Is Big and I'm So Small; illus. by Joe Servello. Crown, 1986.
ISBN 0-517-56310-X. 22p. $10.95.
The art work here could have carried the weight of a wordless picture book. Softly
R blended colors and rounded shapes, with perspectives from a close-to-the-floor posi-
2-3 tion, such as that of a toddler, depict a rabbit child's day at home, from waking up and
yrs. washing, through play and "work" (pouring detergent all over the laundry piled on the
floor), to bedtime. There's a strong sense of child's world here, and it's too bad the
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verses are uneven, some jingly ("The world is big and I'm so small/ I'd better eat and
grow up tall!") and others a bit cute. The illustrations, on the other hand, are full of
warmth and respect, and will offer parents a rich opportunity to storytell the day's
activities with lap-sitters.
Krementz, Jill. Benjy Goes to a Restaurant. ISBN 0-517-56166-2. 14p.
Taryn Goes to the Dentist. ISBN 0-517-56168-9. 16p.
Both books are written and illus. with photographs by Jill Krementz; Crown, 1986;
$3.95.
A pedestrian effort from Krementz, these board books (see also below) describe tod-
Ad dler trips away from home. Benjy sounds like an old hand at eating out; digging into his
2-4 endive and escarole, he announces, "When we eat out it takes a long time before din-
yrs. ner's ready. I order a salad so I'll have something to eat right away." Taryn suffers
from a similar case of the cutes; after grinning her way through a dental exam and
singing a song with the hygienist, she goes home and shows her new toothbrush to
Daddy. "My baby sister Blaire wasn't interested but she doesn't have any teeth yet."
The photographs seem posed, but they are colorful, and young children will find more
in them than in the plodding, sometimes condescending texts.
D.V. Everyday life concepts
Krementz, Jill. Jack Goes to the Beach. ISBN 0-394-88001-3.
Lily Goes to the Playground. ISBN 0-394-87999-6.
Both books are written and illus. with photographs by Jill Krementz; Random House,
1986; 14p. $3.95.
Larger in format than the two reviewed above, these describe the same kinds of
Ad experiences. Jack, who seems to be the liveliest of the four subjects, has a fine time
2-4 romping in the waves and building sandcastles. Lily (Krementz' own daughter) bounces
yrs. her ball, plays in the sandbox, and climbs around on various playground equipment.
The bland text occasionally bursts into rhyme: "When I go to the sandbox, I take my
toys. I like to play with the girls and boys." While toddlers will enjoy the photographs
and do love stories about their own adventures, the texts are more serviceable than
imaginative.
D.V. Everyday life concepts
Lager, Marilyn. Sigmund Freud: Doctor of the Mind; illus. by Eric Lager. Enslow, 1986. ISBN
0-89490-117-6. 60p. $10.95.
Although it is admittedly difficult to do justice to the complexities of Freud's life and
M work at an elementary school level, this biography is uneven on any scale of criteria. On
4-6 the one hand, there is a commendable attempt to blend Freud's personal experiences
with the methods he used to distill them into theories, as in the incident of incontinence
at an early age that led to his dream of reconciliation with his father in the latter's old
age. But there is also a mixture of undocumented and/or fictitious dialogue, no attempt
to present latterday challenges to Freud's theories, and a number of incidental oddities
(one story of Freud's curing a child's fear of horse bites is illustrated with the drawing of
a horse!). What students will get here are bits of introductory information in a reason-
ably palatable if not terribly cohesive form. Appended are important dates in Freud's
life, a list of books for further reading, and an index.
C.U. Psychology
Laroche, Sandra. The Snow Rose; written and illus. by Sandra and Michel Laroche. Holiday
House, 1986. ISBN 0-8234-0594-X. 31p. $12.95.
i - A sophisticated picture book that may appeal to children older than the apparent
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R audience, this follows the fortunes of a troubador who courts a princess, Ermina,
5-8 through four tests of wit, one each season. Neither the undoing of a knot, the standing
yrs. of an egg on its smallest end, nor the finding of a newly-fallen star satisfy the beautiful
but cold-hearted princess, so that by the time she asks him to bring her a summersweet
flower in the midst of winter, he turns to the innkeeper's daughter, Rose, who has kept
him company through the year, and proposes marriage to her instead. Both language
and art are considerably embellished with graceful flourishes a la eighteenth-century
court styles. The oversize format allows expansive watercolor spreads of seasonal land-
scape, against which black-silhouetted figures appear with striking effect. Children who
enjoy the more romantic fairy tales will be drawn to this.
Lauber, Patricia. What Big Teeth You Have! illus. by Martha Weston. Crowell, 1986. Library
ed. ISBN 0-690-04507-7; Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04506-9. 61p. Library ed. $10.89; Trade
ed. $11.50.
In sharp contrast with Blocksma's Amazing Mouths and Menus (reviewed above),
R this has very clear organization, with four main types of mammal teeth clearly described
3-5 and exemplified by groups of animals and their diets. Factual tidbits such as the self-
sharpening action of beavers' teeth are included, along with information on the ever
popular dinosaurs in a chapter following reptiles and fishes. The writing is smooth, the
black-and-white illustrations well drawn and coordinated with the text. Indexed.
C.U. Biology
Lawson, Don. An Album of the Vietnam War. Watts, 1986. ISBN 0-531-10139-8. 90p. illus.
with photographs. $11.60.
In a succinct overview punctuated by margin headlines, Lawson recounts the French
Ad colonial background against which Vietminh resistance gained strength, follows the
5-8 U.S. escalation of involvement and ultimate defeat, and outlines the effects of the war
on the American public and political situation. The dramatic black-and-white news
photos on almost every page are the kind that hold (and sometimes horrify) browsers
and reluctant readers, who will find this an easier text than Hauptly's In Vietnam
(reviewed in the February, 1986 issue) and even more heavily illustrated than Lawson's
earlier Watts First Book, The War in Vietnam. Satisfactory as an additional source for
reports or a summary introduction.
C.U. History-U.S.-Pictorial history
Lewis, Naomi. Swan; illus. by Deborah King. Lothrop, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-05535-4;
Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-05534-6. 29p. Library ed. $11.88; Trade ed. $11.75.
A nature narrative that could be read aloud as a picture book to preschoolers, this
R follows the seasonal cycles of a pair of Bewick swans from their spring nesting in the
2-4 Arctic tundra through the raising of the cygnets and their 2,600-mile flight south for
wintering at a lake in Slimbridge (country unidentified). Opposite each page of text,
averaging one or two paragraphs with plenty of white space to spare, is a graceful, full-
page, color-pencil illustration of the swans in motion. These are fine-lined and subtly
textured, giving a more sensual dimension to the bird and its environment than photo-
graphs would. They work on a level of fine art as well as information.
C.U. Nature study
Maestro, Betsy. Ferryboat; written and illus. by Betsy and Giulio Maestro. Crowell, 1986. Library
ed. ISBN 0-690-04520-4; Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04519-0. 30p. Library ed. $11.89; Trade
ed. $11.95.
Sunny watercolor paintings in realistically detailed double-page spreads illustrate the
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R way a family uses the ferry to cross the Connecticut River. Children who are familiar
K-2 with the procedure should enjoy this recreation of their experience, and others may be
intrigued. This may also appeal to very young children who are in the any-vehicle-is-a-
good-vehicle stage. An appended note gives historical information about the ferry on
which the book is based, the Chester-Hadlyme Ferry, which began operating in 1769.
C.U. Transportation (unit)
Martell, Hazel. The Vikings; illus. by David Salariya and Shirley Willis. Warwick Press/Watts,
1986. ISBN 0-531-19008-0. 31p. (History as Evidence) $10.90.
The text of this oversize book is printed in either two or three columns, usually a
R double column of larger print with long descriptive captions for illustrations in fine
5-8 type. Despite the fact that pages are broken by pictures that cut across columns, the
page layout is such that few pages seem as crowded as they usually do when this format
is used. The text is profusely illustrated by maps, drawings, and photographs, and it
gives a fairly comprehensive picture of Viking culture at home and abroad, where the
travellers became settlers, traders, or marauders. Martell incorporates Norse history,
gives facts about Vikings in England, on the continent, or in the New World. The
writing style is adequate, the organization of material logical, the coverage broad. A
glossary and an index are provided.
C.U. History-Europe; Social studies
Mitchell, Barbara. Shoes for Everyone: A Story About Jan Matzeliger; illus. by Hetty Mitchell.
Carolrhoda, 1986. ISBN 0-87614-290-0. 59p. (Creative Minds) $8.95.
After the initial reaction to this title (a biography of who?), one finds a compelling
R story of human endeavor. A clear text blessedly allows the extraordinary individual in
2-4 focus, Jan Matzeliger, born of a white father and black mother in Dutch Guiana, 1852,
to emerge without undue exclamatory adulation. A paradoxically brilliant but humble
inventor, Matzeliger set out against all odds, including prejudice and hunger, to pursue
his singular dream of making a shoe-lasting machine to replace the tedious, time-con-
suming hand sewing that held up manufacturing processes in his day. With his loneli-
ness relieved only by church affiliations in Philadelphia and Lynn, Massachusetts,
Matzeliger starved himself to collect the instruments and scraps of metal needed to
experiment, and then saw most of the profits go to the investors who finally backed him
after he managed to get a patent. This hero of black history and business enterprise will
give readers a glimpse of the uncommon aspects of unknown figures.
Mother Goose. Come Out to Play; illus. by Jeanette Winter. Knopf, 1986. Library ed. ISBN
0-394-97742-2; Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-87742-X. 28p. Library ed. $12.99; Trade ed. $12.95.
Finely textured paintings that are strong in the architectural details of the background
Ad mix realistic and fanciful representation to illustrate the nursery rhyme that begins,
K-2 "Girls and boys come out to play/ the moon is shining bright as day...." A gnarled elf
is the guide for a fanciful romp on a summer night. This has far more space devoted to
pictures than to rhymes, and while the pictures are attractive, they tend to be repetitious
in depicting the apartment houses of a Chicago neighborhood.
Mother Goose. Solomon Grundy; illus. by Susan Ramsay Hoguet. Dutton, 1986. ISBN
0-525-44239-1. 32p. $11.95.
Although this is a rhyme often chanted to toddlers, the pictures here spin it into a
R more sophisticated life story of a man who lives from 1836 to 1910. The double-page
4-6 watercolor spreads depict Solomon's parents immigrating from England, planting trees,
yrs. and gazing fondly at their first child, born, of course, on a Monday. The following
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pages show his christening, growing up, courtship and marriage (on a Wednesday), rais-
ing his own children, aging, and burial (on a Sunday). Period details are well-
researched; framed compositions are brightly colored, sprightly with a large cast of
characters populating each one, and patterned with slightly flattened shapes. An after-
word about the story will help adults in narrating the events, which include a scene of
Solomon's selling pies (his family business) to raise money for the Statue of Liberty's
base at the 1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exposition. A book that teaches as it entertains.
C.U. History-U.S.-Pictorial presentation
O'Shea, Pat. The Hounds of the Morrigan. Holiday House, 1986. ISBN 0-8234-0595-8. 469p.
$15.95.
This robust fantasy, despite its length, reads almost effortlessly. Ten-year-old Pidge
R and his little sister Brigit are drawn into a battle between two ancient Irish spirits: the
5-8 Dagda, "God of the earth and the life in it," and the Morrigan, "Goddess of Death and
Destruction." The children's mission is to find and bring to the Dagda a small red
pebble: it is a crystalized drop of Morrigan's blood, and her power will be invincible if
she regains it. While the children's travels through the fairy world of Tir-na-nog have a
predictable rhythm-magic spells and animal helpers turn up with monotonous regular-
ity-each episode has great drama, and O'Shea's characterizations, many based on
Irish folklore, are inventive and delightful. There's the earwig who thinks he's Napoleon
("Between life and death-zere is but a moment so-go for ze noses") a brave and
loving fox, Pidge and Brigit ("five years old and five years daft") themselves. What is
most remarkable is the ease and effectiveness with which O'Shea handles shifts in tone
from the comic, almost burlesque, to the mythic-the Morrigan and her two alter-egos,
Macha and Bodbh, cast spells and cause mischief with demented hilarity, yet in the final
battle for the pebble (a tremendous scene) they become awesome, terrible monsters.
"Even though the battle might go against her; she gloated that she had been its cause.
She chanted for blood and flecks of foam fell from her lips." The prose is rather
relentlessly ornamented, but the images are always concrete and, like the narrative, have
vigorous strength.
Paulsen, Gary. Sentries. Bradbury, 1986. ISBN 0-02-770100-X. 165p. $11.95.
Four distinct stories of teens facing maturing are interrupted by four "battle hymns"
Ad -vignettes from WWII, Vietnam, Korea, and, finally, nuclear holocaust. The stories
7-10 are various (and variously successful): a girl on a Montana sheep ranch, a young Mex-
ican migrant worker, an L.A. rock musician, and an assimilated Ojibway girl in Minne-
sota. Each of these characters is learning and preparing for adulthood, just as the men
in the battle hymns learn to prepare for death. While thematic parallels between sections
are strong and interesting enough to sustain the rather gimmicky structure, Paulsen uses
a two-steps-forward, one-step-back stylistic repetition of language that is wearing, and
makes these four very different young people seem too much alike. The final holocaust
involves none of the characters (although by implication, all of them), describing
instead some nursing Bengal tiger cubs in India. In all, this is the kind of curiosity some
readers will find fascinating and meaningful, while others will dismiss it as pretentious
and naive.
D.V. Growing up
Paxton, Arthur K. Making Music; written and illus. with photographs by Arthur K. Paxton.
Atheneum, 1986. ISBN 0-689-31119-2. 46p. $12.95.
A photo-documentary in picture book format follows David Amram from his first
Ad ideas of sound, through the composition of a new piece, to his conducting it on a con-
3-6 cert tour. Friendly shots of musicians practicing at home and in rehearsal make the
yrs. process more accessible than do formal presentations. One inventive sequence has a
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sentence beginning, "The audience...," and then, stretched across a double-page
spread, "... listened and listened and listened and listened and listened and listened,"
with closeups of an ear above each phrase-six ears neatly contrasted. The ending, in
which David free-associates from the sound of rain to drums to clapping to remember-
ing concerts is right on target, but unfortunately, the beginning leaves something to be
desired. It implies that without training or background, "one day he just sat and
imagined new sounds," which assumes too much knowledge for this young an
audience. Also, a few of the introductory photos of the composer staring off into space
are posed. Still, with something of the same aura as Kushkin's The Philharmonic Gets
Dressed, this will fill a gap in books about music for the very young child.
C.U. Music-study and teaching
Perry, Robert L. Computer Crime. Watts, 1986. ISBN 0-531-10113-4. 66p. illus. $9.40.
A computer consultant, Perry writes clearly and authoritatively about some of the
R legal, moral, and ethical problems relating to computers and computer crime. Often
6-9 using illustrative examples, he cites accepted procedure and legislation to help readers
decide the answer to some of the complex situations described-some real, some
invented. The book discusses the various kinds of computer crimes: software piracy,
hacking, embezzlement, hardware theft, espionage, etc. There is also a review of
various safety devices or procedures that have been or are being developed. A glossary,
a bibliography, and an index add to the usefulness of a book on a subject that should be
of interest to many readers, especially those with home computers.
Pizzey, Steve. The Computerized Society; written by Steve Pizzey and Sheila Snowden. Book-
wright Press/Watts, 1986. ISBN 0-531-18039-5. 47p. illus. $10.40.
A brief overview of the ways computers facilitate almost every aspect of contempo-
Ad rary society, from the grocery-store checkout counter to the development of artificial
3-5 intelligence. At times the style suffers from the inanity of generalization ("The advan-
tage of learning to fly a jumbo jet by computer is obvious-crashing real planes is
dangerous and expensive!"). The color photographs are abundant and adequate,
although sometimes oddly chosen, as in the apprehensive expression on the face of a
cook storing her recipes in a computer. On the other hand, there's enough straightfor-
ward information here to satisfy students doing reports on what is becoming a frequent
assignment; for this purpose, the table of contents, clearly headlined format, and index,
with a glossary and brief list of juvenile books for further reading, will be most useful.
Root, Phyllis. Soup for Supper; illus. by Sue Truesdell. Harper, 1986. Library ed. ISBN
0-06-025071-2; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-025070-4. 26p. Library ed. $10.89; Trade ed.
$11.50.
An original story with a folkloric ring, this will make dandy reading aloud because of
R the simple rhymes, name-calling, and sound effects. The conflict is between an old
4-6 woman tending her garden and a giant, Rumbleton, who pulls up all her vegetables to
yrs. make soup. She in turn chases after him shouting "potato nose" and other epithets,
whereupon he throws all the vegetables at her and she gathers them up in her "wide,
wide apron." They're pretty heavy. Shamefaced, he offers her a ride in his
wheelbarrow, and the two start chopping and cooking (" 'Watch out, you turnip brain,'
the wee small woman scolded... 'Do I look like a bunch of carrots to you?' "). The
happy ending is sufficiently spiced with the two characters' quirks to keep from being
sentimental but is resounding nevertheless: "Soup with cabbage, soup with carrot-/ A
pot of soup and a friend to share it." The full-color illustrations, too, lend plenty of
ironic humor in depicting these unlikely neighbors. Their oddball expressions and ridic-
ulous postures lend to the traditional country-side setting a fresh air of absurdity.
C.U. Reading aloud
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Ross, Tony. Lazy Jack; written and illus. by Tony Ross. Dial, 1986. ISBN 0-8037-0275-2. 26p.
$11.95.
Ross' spacious watercolors add narrative twists of their own to this traditional tale
R from Joseph Jacobs' English Fairy Tales. A milkmaid misses the pail, for instance, as
4-6 she gawks at Jack pouring from a giant pitcher on his back; the tails of various species
yrs. trail out of a sausage grinder as Jack heedlessly turns the crank. After each job, he ruins
the day's payment by bringing it home the way his mother advised him to carry the
previous day's reward-a jug of milk poured into his pocket where he should have
carried yesterday's gold coin; a cheese melting on his head where he should have carried
the jug of milk, etc. The tale is tongue-in-cheek, the art absurd, the overall effect a
super-silly read-aloud and perfect accompaniment for the popular southern variant,
"Epaminondas."
Schoberle, Cecile. Beyond the Milky Way; written and illus. by Cecile Schoberle. Crown, 1986.
ISBN 0-517-55716-9. 28p. $9.95.
As a little girl gazes out her window, past the buildings, above an airplane, into the
Ad Milky Way, she imagines another girl on a faraway planet looking out her window, past
3-5 the buildings, above the spaceships.... imagining a little girl on earth, looking out her
yrs. window. Gently and briefly told, the logic of this novel bedtime story is persuasive and
appealing. The art is less successful: while a few of the spreads are nicely drawn from a
unique, rather giddy perspective, most of the full-color illustrations are overly man-
nered, done in a slick retro style with Flash Gordon spaceships and other thirties
trappings.
D.V. Imaginative powers
Schweninger, Ann. Birthday Wishes; written and illus. by Ann Schweninger. Viking, 1986. ISBN
0-670-80742-7. 30p. $9.95.
It's bunny Buttercup's birthday, and this cheerful story, entirely narrated by bal-
R looned dialogue, takes us all the way from "Getting Ready" to "Opening Presents."
3-6 An ordinary situation, but Schweninger catches the inherent suspense ("Maybe on my
yrs. birthday I'll open a big box...and there will be skates inside!") and humor-brother
Buster's all-too-familiar torment of having to buy Buttercup a present she would like,
instead of a baseball bat or toy robot. There's a nice variety in the beautifully colored
illustrations-from several small scenes on a page, to a glowing double-page spread of a
toy shop overflowing with possible presents. Ideal for pre-readers-the pictures will
carry them right through.
Shore, Laura Jan. The Sacred Moon Tree: Being the True Account of the Trials and Adventures
of Phoebe Sands in the Great War Between the States, 1861-1865. Bradbury, 1986.
ISBN 0-02-782790-9. 209p. $13.95.
Phoebe is eleven when she begins her story of a family divided by the Civil War; after
Ad her parents quarrel, Papa joins the Union Army, and Mama goes to Richmond to help
6-8 her family-and, Phoebe suspects, to spy for the confederacy. Hair cut and dressed in a
boy's clothes, Phoebe sets out with her friend Jotham to rescue Jotham's brother from
Libby Prison. The protagonist is spunky, the story has historical significance and plenty
of action; but it often seems crowded with incidents of which only some contribute to
furthering the plot or developing characterization. No single incident is unbelievable,
but there's a plethora of coincidence in the total. The writing style shows promise but is
marred by an occasional anachronism-such as a reference to "truth serum."
C.U. History-U.S.
D.V. Courage
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Singer, Marilyn. Where There's a Will, There's a Wag; illus. by Andrew Glass. Holt, 1986. ISBN
0-03-005747-7. 79p. $11.95.
A fairly farfetched premise leads to ever more unlikely events as a cardshark named
M Hy Stakes hooks Philip Barlowe and his canine partner, Sam(antha) Spayed into track-
3-5 ing down a lost will that Hy Stakes conjectures his rich aunt wrote before she died.
There's a big cast of characters running around missing clues here, all pretty functional;
the wise-cracking dog and obvious villains may, however, be just what readers enjoy in
a spoof on formula mysteries. Like the two previous books in the series, The Fido
Frame-Up and A Nose for Trouble, this features black-and-white hatch drawings by
Andrew Glass.
Sullivan, George. Baseball Backstage. Holt, 1986. ISBN 0-03-00785-5. 114p. illus. with photo-
graphs. $11.95.
Backstage revelations have their own appeal, and to the baseball buff, this behind-
R the-scenes look at a major league team should be interesting. For Yankee fans, it will be
6-9 enthralling, for the text consists of interviews with a dozen members of the organiza-
tion's support staff, from the general manager to the head groundskeeper and the oldest
clubhouse attendant. The format produces plenty of anecdotal material in addition to
the information it gives. Sullivan, a practiced sports writer, adroitly asks brief questions
that elicit long, chatty answers.
Tafuri, Nancy. Who's Counting? written and illus. by nancy Tafuri. Greenwillow, 1986. Library
ed. ISBN 0-688-06131-1; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-06130-3. 23p. Library ed. $11.88; Trade
ed. $11.75.
One brown puppy is counting: one squirrel, two birds, three moles, etc. Each number
R gets a two-page spread, and Tafuri uses the long horizontal space to beautiful advantage.
3-5 Four geese, for example, are stark white with orange beaks and feet, stretching across a
yrs. bright green background. In the most dramatic spread, two birds, one red, one yellow,
perch in an intense close-up on a flowered tree limb that reaches back and high over a
meadow, puppy looking up from below. The puppy appears in each picture, sometimes
readily seen, sometimes not so apparent, giving this excellent counting book continuity,
as well as the additional pleasure of hide and seek.
C.U. Counting (unit)
Turner, Gwenda. Playbook; written and illus. by Gwenda Turner. Viking, 1986. ISBN
0-670-80660-9. 29p. $9.95.
A prime selection for preparing the intimidated or sharing with the enthusiastic
R youngster about to set off to day care or nursery school for the first time. The opening
1-3 page shows a friendly, frumpled, and-most important-motherly woman reading to a
yrs. couchful of five children. "Miss Williams is our teacher." The atmosphere gets more
crowded but no less homey as the first-person-plural narrative ennumerates all the activ-
ities of painting, sand box, baking, cut-out, building, dress-up, music, eating, and
indoor/outdoor games that keep the children busy all day long. The primary element
here is, of course, the art, which elaborates with delicately realistic detail and inventively
varied page design each child's absorption. A tears-and-comfort scene would have been
helpful somewhere in there, but this has plenty of potential for a parent's storytelling
what is to come or a child's storytelling what has happened during his or her own day.
Wallace, Bill. Ferret in the Bedroom, Lizards in the Fridge. Holiday House, 1986. ISBN
0-8234-0600-8. 132p. $10.95.
In her bid for sixth-grade class presidency, Liz Robbins has two counts against her:
[218 ]
Ad an obnoxious, manipulative, but pretty opponent, and a house full of unusual animals
5-7 that perpetually alienate the friends she tries to win over. There are scenes here that will
royally entertain the target audience in spite of several technical flaws. Young readers
will find it hilarious when a turtle pees on one squeamish girl's chest and an ibex butts
another from behind. There are also a few telling moments, as when Liz talks to a red-
tail hawk's empty cage; or when she gives her campaign speech renouncing standard
measures of popularity for a return of the animals that she had persuaded her zoologist
father to remove. A number of characters' reactions are overplayed, however. An elder-
ly couple almost runs down Liz in their car because they think her pet ferret is a rat, and
there's too much obvious advance notice for a new boy's interest in Liz' menagerie. The
issue raised, of individuality vs. peer acceptance, is nevertheless an immediate one for
this age group. Wallace gains points for having his protagonist find self-acceptance
rather than acceptance as class president; her opponent wins.
D.V. Individuality, expressing
Warner, Elizabeth, ad. Heroes, Monsters and Other Worlds from Russian Mythology; illus. by
Alexander Koshkin. Schocken, 1986. ISBN 0-8052-4007-1. 132p. (World Mythology
Series) $15.95.
One of a series of "World Mythologies," this oversize book presents a selection of
Ad Russian tales, arranged by theme (Man and the elements, Wondrous animals, Giants
5-7 and midgets, etc.) with a discussion of the themes introducing each section, and with
some general information preceding the index at the back of the book. The oversize
pages are profusely illustrated with many dramatic black-and-white drawings and with
full-page paintings that are lushly romantic, usually in a composition too crowded to be
effective. This should be of some interest to students of folk literature; for the general
reader the style of the forty-three retellings may seem rather flat.
Wilson, Jacqueline. How to Survive Summer Camp; illus. by Bob Dewar. Oxford/Merrimack,
1986. ISBN 0-19-271504-6. 160p. $9.95.
In a book first published in England, Stella (an inventive and inveterate trouble-
Ad maker) tells the story of her participation in "Evergreen Adventure Holidays." Her
4-6 mother, going on a honeymoon with her second husband, has enrolled a whining,
obdurate Stella for the summer. The story has plenty of action, all of a small-scale
dormitory-catastrophe or lampooning-the-staff type. There's the usual assortment of
campers: the fat girl, the shy boy, the wealthy snob. Occasionally somebody is pleasant
to Stella, but not often. Actually (and few readers of camping stories will be surprised)
Stella manages to have a good time, although she won't admit it. The illustrations are
caricatures in the style of John Held of the Flapper Era.
Wolff, Ashley. A Year of Beasts; written and illus. by Ashley Wolff. Dutton, 1986. ISBN
0-525-44240-5. 31p. $10.95.
A showcase for Wolff's dramatic paintings underscores the concept of seasonal cycles
R with a full-page or double-page spread illustrating the animals that appear near a
1-4 family's rural home each month of the year. The artist's signature use of heavy black
yrs. line to define strong shapes and colors is used with organic cohesion here; the pages
flow within and among themselves to create a sense of time and nature also flowing in
patterns. A satisfying book to share with toddlers, who can identify the animals in the
pictures and name those around their own homes as well.
C.U. Seasons (unit)
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Wood, Phyllis Anderson. Then I'll Be Home Free. Dodd, 1986. ISBN 0-396-08766-3. 238p.
$12.95.
Rosemary, sixteen, didn't remember her parents, since they had died when she was
M very young. She lived in great amity with her grandparents, Della and Arthur. It was a
7-9 shock when Della died after what seemed a mild heart attack; not only was it hard to
adjust to the loss, it was also painful to see Arthur almost catatonic with grief. When he
attempted suicide, Rosie had a double burden. She found that her childhood friend,
Kevin, was a great help. She also found herself responding to Kevin's newly-expressed
love. A dog helped Grandpa Arthur regain interest in life. This is a hackneyed plot, pre-
dictable in development and slight in characterization; it deals realistically with the pro-
tagonist's adjustment to death, but it lacks depth or originality, and it is written in a
mediocre style exemplified by "Rosemary and Della exchanged a secret success sign
between themselves."
D.V. Death, adjustment to; Grandfather-child relations
Yolen, Jane, ed. The Lullaby Songbook; musical arrangements by Adam Stemple; illus. by
Charles Mikolaycak. Harcourt, 1986. ISBN 0-15-249903-2. 29p. $12.95.
Although this is a beautiful book, both in selection and illustration, it is really more
R for parents who will be singing the lullabies than for the children listening to them (the
1-5 latter are supposed to have their eyes closed). Nevertheless, assuming that parent and
yrs. child are propped up in bed or rocker with the book, paging through it, they will find
fifteen traditional sleepy songs, from as many different times or cultures, with music for
piano and guitar. Mikolaycak's deep-toned illustrations frame each double-page spread
in figures and motifs appropriate to the particular song; "Hush Little Baby," for
instance, is rimmed with a quilting pattern in autumn shades and studded with pictures
of a mockingbird, billy goat, hound dog, and cart and bull. Brief background notes
accompany the selections, which include "All Through the Night," "Bye Baby Bunt-
ing," "All the Pretty Little Horses," "Cum By Yah," and others.
C.U. Music
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. Large as Life Nighttime Animals. 43.
---. New Baby at Your House. 43.
Colin's Fantastic Video Adventure. Oppel. 34.
COLLIER. Louis Armstrong. 44.
COLMAN. Happily Ever After. 205.
-- . Weekend Sisters. 65.
COLTMAN. Tog the Ribber or Granny's Tale. 4.
Come Back Soon. Gardiner. 127.
Come Out to Play. Mother Goose. 214.
Comet Watch: The Return of Halley's Comet.
Winter. 140.
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Comfort Herself. Kaye, G. 11.
Coming-and-Going Men. Fleischman, P. 7.
Computer Crime. Perry. 216.
The Computer Game Murder. Dank. 25.
The Computer That Ate My Brother. Marney. 14.
The Computerized Society. Pizzey. 216.
Confessions of a Wayward Preppie. Roos. 177.
CONFORD. A Royal Pain. 124.
---. Strictly for Laughs. 83.
--. Why Me? 24.
CONLY. Racso and the Rats of NIMH. 182.
CONRAD. Prairie Songs. 4.
Cooking the Israeli Way. Bacon. 201.
Cooking the Lebanese Way. Amari. 201.
COONEY. Don't Blame the Music. 205.
COOPER, C. Earthchange. 205.
COOPER, K. Who Put the Cannon in the
Courthouse Square? 5.
CORCORAN. Face the Music. 105.
Corduroy's Day: A Counting Book. Freeman. 8.
CORLETT. The Boxworth Blue. 44.
COSNER. Special Effects in Movies and T.V. 25.
Count Me In. McDonnell. 189.
Counting Wildflowers. McMillan. 152.
A Country Tale. Stanley. 118.
Cowboys of the Wild West. Freedman, R. 67.
CRAIG. A Welcome for Annie. 183.
-- . The Night of the Paper Bag Monsters. 5.
CRESSWELL. Bagthorpes Abroad. 44.
Crocodarling. Rayner. 194.
CROSS. The Prime Minister's Brain. 206.
CRUTCHER. Stotan! 183.
The Cuckoo Sister. Alcock. 141.
The Cucumber King. Nostlinger. 134.
CUMMINGS. Jimmy Lee Did It. 25.
CUNNINGHAM. Oaf. 144.
CURRY. The Great Flood Mystery. 105.
CURTIS. All Wild Creatures Welcome: The Story
of a Wildlife Rehabilitation Center. 44.
CUTCHINS. Andy Bear: A Polar Cub Grows Up
at the Zoo. 88.
Cutlass in the Snow. Shub. 137.
Cuts, Breaks, Bruises, and Burns: How Your Body
Heals. Cole, J. 4.
CUYLER. Freckles and Willie. 105.
Dakota Dugout. Turner, A. 38.
DALRYMPLE. God Bless Us Everyone!: Being
an Imagined Sequel to A Christmas Carol. 45.
DALY, M. Acts of Love. 206.
DALY, N. Not So Fast Songololo. 144.
Dance Me a Story: Twelve Tales from the Classic
Ballets. Rosenberg, J. 55.
DANK. The Computer Game Murder. 25.
Dark Harvest: Migrant Workers in America.
Ashabranner. 51.
DARLING. Other Worlds: Is There Life Out
There? 5.
DAVIS. Katy's First Haircut. 106.
A Day in the Life of a Medical Detective. Carter.
24.
DE ARMOND. Berry Woman's Children. 65.
DECLEMENTS. 6th Grade Can Really Kill You.
65.
DESANTIS. A Doctor's Tools. 84.
Dead Birds Singing. Talbert. 18.
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The Deliverers of Their Country. Nesbit. 93.
Demi's Count the Animals 1,2,3. DEMI. 206.
DEMI. Demi's Count the Animals 1,2,3. 206.
DE REGNIERS. This Big Cat and Other Cats I've
Known. 45.
DEVANEY. Winners of the Heisman Trophy.
183.
DEXTER. The Oracle Doll. 145.
Different Drummer: Homosexuality in America.
Landau. 187.
DILLON. The Seekers. 164.
Discontinued. Thompson, J. 97.
Discovering Butterflies. Florian. 184.
Discovering Trees. Florian. 184.
Discovering Worms. Coldrey. 163.
Diving Basics. Goldberg. 185.
A Doctor's Tools. DeSantis. 84.
A Dog's Body. Cole, J. 204.
DOLAN. Anti-Semitism. 125.
- . International Drug Traffic. 6.
Don't Be My Valentine. Lexau. 71.
Don't Blame the Music. Cooney. 205.
Don't Care High. Korman. 71.
Don't Touch. Kline. 70.
DONAHUE. Straight Along a Crooked Road. 45.
The Donkey's Crusade. Morris, J. 115.
The Donkey's Dream. Berger, B. 42.
Doodle Soup. Ciardi. 24.
The Doorbell Rang. Hutchins. 129.
Dorothea Lange: Life Through the Camera.
Meltzer. 33.
Draft Horses. Patent. 193.
Dragon Dance. Christopher. 163.
The Dragon That Wore Pink. Hope. 87.
Dragons and Dreams: A Collection of New
Fantasy and Science Fiction Stories. Yolen. 200.
DRAGONWAGON. Half a Moon and One Whole
Star. 164.
- . The Year It Rained. 125.
The Dream Keeper. Evernden. 84.
Dream Sister. Whitaker. 199.
DRESCHER, H. Look-Alikes. 46.
DRESCHER, J. My Mother's Getting Married.
145.
Drift. Mayne. 190.
Drill Team is for Me. Childress. 182.
DRIMMER. The Elephant Man. 66.
DU BOIS. Gentleman Bear. 145.
DUBANEVICH. Pig William. 66.
DUFORT. Ballet Steps: Practice to Performance.
125.
DUKE. Bedtime. 206.
- . Clean-Up Day. 206.
. The Playground. 206.
- What Bounces? 206.
DUNCAN. Locked in Time. 6.
DUNREA. Skara Brae: The Story of a Prehistoric
Village. 164.
DYGARD. Halfback Tough. 207.
Dyslexia: Understanding Reading Problems.
Savage. 56.
ESP: The New Technology. Cohen, D. 204.
The Eagle and the Dragon: The History of
U.S.-China Relations. Lawson. 113.
EAGLE. The Marathon Rabbit. 145.
Early Stages: The Professional Theater and the
Young Actor. Williamson, W. 140.
Earthchange. Cooper, C. 205.
The Easter Bunny. Wolf. 180.
Eddie Murphy. Koenig. 12.
EHRLICH. Random House Book of Fairy Tales.
46.
El Salvador: Beauty Among the Ashes. Adams.
101.
The Elephant Man. Drimmer. 66.
Elliott & Win. Meyer. 174.
ELLIS. Summer to Summer. 6.
ENGLISH. Behind the Headlines at a Big City
Paper. 84.
Ernest and Celestine's Patchwork Quilt. Vincent.
119.
ERNST. Up to Ten and Down Again. 125.
The Eternal Spring of Mr. Ito. Garrigue. 67.
ETHRIDGE. Toothpick. 106.
Evernden. The Dream Keeper. 84.
Every Living Thing. Rylant. 136.
EVITTS. Captive Bodies, Free Spirits: The Story
of Southern Slavery. 126.
EVSLIN. Jason and the Argonauts. 146.
The Explorer of Barkham Street. Stolz. 37.
Eyes of Darkness. Highwater. 68.
FABER. Margaret Thatcher: Britain's Iron
Lady. 25.
Face the Music. Corcoran. 105.
FACKLAM. Changes in the Wind: Earth's Shift-
ing Climate. 164.
FADIMAN. The World Treasury of Children's
Literature, Book III. 126.
FAHRMANN. The Long Journey of Lukas B. 6.
The Falklands: South Atlantic Islands. Strange.
58.
Family Secrets. Klein. 50.
A Family in China. Jacobsen. 168.
A Family in Ireland. Moran. 191.
Famine in Africa. Timberlake. 179.
FARBER. All Those Mothers at the Manger. 26.
FARJEON. Kings and Queens. 46.
Farm Morning. McPhail. 73.
Featherboy and the Buffalo. Morris, N. 92.
FERRELL. Passports to Peace: Embassies and the
Art of Diplomacy. 165.
Ferret in the Bedroom, Lizards in the Fridge.
Wallace. 218.
FERRY. One More Time! 7.
Ferryboat. Maestro. 213.
Finding David Dolores. Willey. 179.
FINE. Afraid to Ask: A Book About Cancer. 126.
Fireside Tales of the Traveller Children: Twelve
Scottish Stories. Williamson, D. 39.
The First Teddy Bear. Kay. 111.
First There Was Frances. Graham. 207.
FISCHER-NAGEL. Life of the Honeybee. 146.
-- . Life of the Ladybug. 146.
-- . A Puppy is Born. 66.
--- . Season of the White Stork. 146.
FISHER. The Great Wall of China. 146.
- . The Statue of Liberty. 66.
FLEISCHMAN, A. The Whipping Boy. 126.
FLEISCHMAN, P. Coming-and-Going Men. 7.
--- . I Am Phoenix: Poems for Two Voices.
26.
- . Rear-View Mirrors. 147.
Flies in the Water, Fish in the Air: A Personal
Introduction to Fly Fishing. Arnosky. 161.
The Flight of the Cassowary. LeVert. 172.
FLORIAN. Discovering Butterflies. 184.
- . Discovering Trees. 184.
Follow That Bird! Hautzig. 10.
Foolish Rabbit's Big Mistakes. Martin, R. 73.
For Members Only. Sharmat. 196.
FORD. Keeping Things Cool: The Story of
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning. 184.
FORRESTER. Bestiary Mountain. 85.
FOSBURGH. Bella Arabella. 127.
Four on the Shore. Marshall, E. 32.
The Fox and the Cat: Kevin Crossley-Holland's
Animal Tales from Grimm. Grimm. 166.
FOX. The Moonlight Man. 147.
FRANK. Alzheimer's Disease: The Silent
Epidemic. 7.
Freckles and Willie. Cuyler. 105.
Free Press versus Fair Trial: Television and Other
Media in the Courtroom. Kronenwetter. 170.
FREEDMAN, F. Brothers: A Hebrew Legend. 67.
FREEDMAN, R. Cowboys of the Wild West. 67.
- . Sharks. 106.
FREEMAN. Corduroy's Day: A Counting Book.
8.
FRENCH. Soldier Boy. 165.
FRESCHET. Owl in the Garden. 106.
FRITZ. Make Way for Sam Houston. 165.
From Path to Highway: The Story of the Boston
Post Road. Gibbons. 184.
FROMMER. Baseball's Hall of Fame. 26.
The Fun of Cooking. Krementz. 112.
FunSports for Everyone. Myers, G. 33.
GALBRAITH. Something Suspicious. 85.
GARDEN. Peace, O River. 147.
GARDINER, Come Back Soon. 127.
- . Top Secret. 46.
GARDNER. Teenage Suicide. 107.
GARLAND. Going Shopping. 8.
- . Having a Picnic. 8.
GARNER. Alan Garner's Book of British Fairy
Tales. 26.
GARRIGUE. The Eternal Spring of Mr. Ito. 67.
GAUCH. The Year the Summer Died. 85.
GELLER. My Life in the Seventh Grade. 207.
GENET. Ta-Poo-Ach Means Apple. 107.
Genetics. Gutnik. 68.
Gentleman Bear. Du Bois. 145.
George Shrinks. Joyce. 70.
Georgia O'Keeffe: The Wideness and Wonder of
Her World. Gherman. 165.
GERINGER. A Three Hat Day. 85.
GERSTEIN. Tales of Pan. 207.
- . William, Where Are You? 46.
Getting Oxygen: What Do You Do if You're
Cell Twenty-Two? Kramer. 187.
Getting Rid of Aunt Edna. Hughes. 211.
Getting on with It. Slepian. 138.
The Ghastly Glasses. Gormley. 127.
GHERMAN. Georgia O'Keeffe: The Wideness
and Wonder of Her World. 165.
Ghost Horse of the Palisades. Thompson, J. 139.
The Ghost-Eye Tree. Martin, B. 114.
The Giant's Toe. Cole, B. 204.
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GIBBONS. Check It Out! The Book About
Libraries. 8.
- . From Path to Highway: The Story of the
Boston Post Road. 184.
- . Lights! Camera! Action! How a Movie is
Made. 128.
. Valentine's Day. 107.
GIBLIN. The Truth About Santa Claus. 8.
GIFF. Mother Teresa: Sister to the Poor. 147.
A Gift for Tia Rosa. Taha. 159.
GILLHAM. The Rich Kid. 26.
Gina Farina and the Prince of Mintz. Patz. 193.
GLASER. Action Alphabet. 53.
The Glass Mountain. Grimm. 86.
Gleanings. Stanek. 37.
GLENN. Play-by-Play. 148.
The Glitch. Kidd. 111.
The Glorious Fourth at Prairietown. Anderson, J.
142.
GOBLE. The Great Race of the Birds and
Animals. 8.
God Bless Us Everyone!: Being an Imagined
Sequel to A Christmas Carol. Dalrymple. 45.
GODDEN. The Story of Holly and Ivy. 27.
Godfather Cat and Mousie. Grimm. 185.
GOFFSTEIN. An Artist's Album. 47.
Going Home. Mohr. 175.
Going Shopping. Garland. 8.
Going to the Doctor. Rogers, F. 177.
Going to the Potty. Rogers, F. 177.
GOLDBERG. Diving Basics. 185.
Golden Girl. Tilly. 160.
GOLDMAN. Pay as You Exit. 9.
GONDOSCH. Who Needs a Bratty Brother? 107.
Good Wood Bear. LeTord. 89.
Good-bye Pink Pig. Adler. 101.
Gorilla. Browne. 42.
GORMLEY. The Ghastly Glasses. 127.
Grace in the Wilderness: After the Liberation,
1945-1948. Siegal. 79.
GRAEBER. Are You Dying for a Drink?:
Teenagers and Alcohol Abuse. 68.
GRAHAM. First There Was Frances. 207.
A Grain of Wheat: A Writer Begins. Bulla. 63.
Grandpa Doesn't Know It's Me. Guthrie. 208.
Grandpa and Bo. Henkes. 167.
The Great Diamond Robbery. Harris. 128.
The Great Flood Mystery. Curry. 105.
The Great Nuclear Power Debate. Haines. 108.
The Great Race of the Birds and Animals, Goble.
8.
The Great Wall of China. Fisher. 146.
Greek Gods and Heroes. Low. 52.
GREEN. Bride of Frankenstein. 9.
GREENBERG, J. Bye, Bye, Miss American Pie.
9.
GREENBERG, K. Bruce Springsteen. 208.
- . Madonna. 208.
Greenberg, M. Dragons and Dreams: A Collection
of New Fantasy and Science Fiction Stories.
200.
GREENE. Star Shine. 27.
GREENWALD. Rosy Cole's Great American
Guilt Club. 86.
GRIFALCONI. The Village of Round and Square
Houses. 185.
GRIFFITH. Nata. 108.
GRIMM. Godfather Cat and Mousie. 185.
. The Fox and the Cat: Kevin Crossley-Hol-
land's Animal Tales from Grimm. 166.
. The Glass Mountain. 86.
- . The Twelve Dancing Princesses and Other
Tales from Grimm. 166.
GROSS. Knights of the Round Table. 9.
Growin' Pains. Christian. 83.
GUERNSEY. Journey to Almost There. 108.
GUEST. Over the Moon. 128.
Guilty or Innocent? Gustafson. 68.
GURALNICK. The Weighty Word Book. 151.
GUSTAFSON. Guilty or Innocent? 68.
GUTHRIE. Grandpa Doesn't Know It's Me. 208.
- . The Witch Who Lives Down the Hall. 86.
GUTNIK. Genetics. 68.
GUY. Paris, Pee Wee, and Big Dog. 47.
Hadder MacColl. Calvert. 43.
HAHN. The Jellyfish Season. 108.
HAINES. The Great Nuclear Power Debate. 108.
HALEY. Jack and the Bean Tree. 208.
Half Nelson, Full Nelson. Stone. 38.
Half a Moon and One Whole Star. Dragonwagon.
164.
Halfback Tough. Dygard. 207.
HALL, D. The Oxford Book of Children's Verse
in America. 10.
HALL, K. Buggy Riddles. 166.
HALL, L. If Winter Comes. 209.
-- . Just One Friend. 27.
-- . Mrs. Portree's Pony. 148.
-- . Tazo and Me. 109.
Hand Rhymes. Brown, M. 63.
Handle with Care: Frightening Stories. Kahn. 49.
HANSEN, J. Which Way Freedom? 209.
- .Yellow Bird and Me. 148.
HANSEN, R. My First Book of Space. 210.
The Happiest Ending. Uchida. 38.
Happily Ever After. Colman. 205.
HARRIS. The Great Diamond Robbery. 128.
Harry's Mom. Porte. 75.
HASKINS. Break Dancing. 47.
HASTINGS. Sir Gawain and the Loathly Lady.
47.
HAUPTLY. In Vietnam. 109.
HAUSHERR. My First Kitten. 109.
HAUTZIG. Follow That Bird! 10.
. Why Are You So Mean to Me? 209.
HAVILL. Jamaica's Find. 166.
Having a Picnic. Garland. 8.
HAYES. You've Been Away All Summer. 210.
HAYWARD. I Had a Bad Dream: A Book About
Nightmares. 10.
HAYWOOD. Summer Fun. 128.
Hazel's Amazing Mother. Wells. 99.
HAZEN. Why Are People Different?: A Book
About Prejudice. 10.
He Will Not Walk with Me. Bach. 62.
Headgear. Hirschi. 167.
Hear the Wind Blow: American Folk Songs
Retold. Sanders. 77.
The Hedgehog Boy: A Latvian Folktale. Langton.
51.
HEIDE. Tales for the Perfect Child. 48.
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The Helen Oxenbury Nursery Story Book. Oxen-
bury. 74.
HENKES. Grandpa and Bo. 167.
Herbie Jones. Kline. 11.
HERBST. Bio Amazing: A Casebook of Unsolved
Human Mysteries. 48.
Here Comes Charlie Moon. Hughes, S. 186.
Heroes, Monsters and Other Worlds from Russian
Mythology. Warner. 219.
Herpes. Nourse. 93.
HERZIG. Shadows on the Pond. 110.
HESS. Secrets in the Meadow. 185.
HEST. Pete and Lily. 149.
HEWITT. The Three Sillies. 167.
HIGHWATER. Eyes of Darkness. 68.
HILDICK. The Case of the Vanishing Ventrilo-
quist. 28.
HILTON. The World of Young Tom Jefferson.
210.
HINES. Cassie Bowen Takes Witch Lessons. 110.
HIRSCHI. Headgear. 167.
HISCOCK. Tundra, the Arctic Land. 210.
Hit and Run. Phipson. 54.
HOBAN. A Children's Zoo. 28.
- . Shapes, Shapes, Shapes. 149.
HOLABIRD. Angelina's Christmas. 86.-
HOLL. Rose Beyond the Wall. 28.
HOLMAN. The Song in My Head. 28.
HOLMES. Charlotte Cheetham: Master of
Disaster. 87.
Home Free. Lasky. 112.
Hooray for Mother's Day. Sharmat. 157.
HOPE. The Dragon That Wore Pink. 87.
HOPPER. Rivals. 129.
HORWITZ. Only Birds and Angels Fly. 69.
Hot Like the Sun. Cebulash. 203.
Hot Off the Press! A Day at the Daily News.
Miller, Margaret. 92.
The Hounds of the Morrigan. O'Shea. 215.
HOUSTON. Ice Swords: An Undersea Adventure.
29.
How Life on Earth Began. Jaspersohn. 69.
How People First Lived. Jaspersohn. 69.
How They Built the Statue of Liberty. Shapiro, M.
78.
How the Universe Began. Jaspersohn. 69.
How to Succeed in Show Business by Really
Trying: A Handbook for the Aspiring Perform-
er. Lydon. 91.
How to Survive Summer Camp. Wilson, J. 219.
How to Talk to Your Computer. Simon, S. 17.
HOWARD, E. When Daylight Comes. 29.
HOWARD, J. When I'm Sleepy. 110.
HOWE, F. Race of the Radical. 29.
HOWE, J. What Eric Knew. 87.
HOWKER. The Nature of the Beast. 48.
Howl's Moving Castle. Jones. 187.
HUGHES, F. Getting Rid of Aunt Edna. 211.
HUGHES, S. Here Comes Charlie Moon. 186.
- . The Trouble with Jack. 129.
HUNTER, M. Cat, Herself. 149.
HUNTER, N. Martin Luther King, Jr. 129.
Hurricane Watch. Branley. 82.
HURWITZ. Russell Rides Again. 30.
--- . Yellow Blue Jay. 186.
HUTCHINS. The Doorbell Rang. 129.
HYDE, D. One Summer in Montana. 87.
HYDE, M. AIDS: What Does It Mean to You.
167.
- . Cancer in the Young: A Sense of Hope.
30.
- . Missing Children. 130.
Hypnotism: Hocus Pocus or Science? Kirby, V.
49.
I Am Phoenix: Poems for Two Voices. Fleisch-
man, P. 26.
I Can. Oxenbury. 193.
I Had a Bad Dream: A Book About Nightmares.
Hayward. 10.
I Hear. Oxenbury. 193.
I Lift My Lamp: Emma Lazarus and the Statue of
Liberty. Levinson, N. 173.
I Made a Mistake. Nerlove. 74.
I See. Oxenbury. 193.
I Touch. Oxenbury. 193.
I Was a Fifteen Year Old Blimp. Stren. 58.
I'll Always Love You. Wilhelm. 100.
Ice Swords: An Undersea Adventure. Houston.
29.
ICHIKAWA. Nora's Castle. 186.
If Winter Comes. Hall, L. 209.
The Illyrian Adventure. Alexander. 142.
Imaginary Lands. McKinley. 152.
Imaging: Think Your Way to Success in Sports
and Classroom. Olney. 74.
The Impact Zone. Maloney. 189.
In Summer Light. Oneal. 34.
In Vietnam. Hauptly. 109.
Incest: Families in Crisis. Kosof. 131.
The Inside-Outside Book of New York City.
Munro. 92.
International Drug Traffic. Dolan. 6.
ISENBART. Birth of a Foal. 110.
Island of the Strangers. Sefton. 96.
It's Mine. Lionni. 152.
It's Okay to Say No. Bahr. 202.
Iva Dunnit and the Big Wind. Purdy. 116.
Izzy, Willy-Nilly. Voigt. 179.
Jack Goes to the Beach. Krementz. 212.
Jack and Jake. Aliki. 142.
Jack and the Bean Tree. Haley. 208.
Jackaroo. Voigt. 19.
JACOBSEN. A Family in China. 168.
JAFFREY. Seasons of Splendour: Tales, Myths,
and Legends of India. 88.
JAKES. Susanna of the Alamo: A True Story.
186.
Jam: A True Story. Mahy. 153.
Jamaica's Find. Havill. 166.
JANECZKO. Bridges to Cross. 168.
Japan: From Shogun to Sony, 1543-1984.
Roberson. 54.
Jason Bodger and the Priory Ghost. Kemp. 169.
Jason and the Argonauts, Evslin. 146.
JASPERSOHN. How Life on Earth Began. 69.
---. How People First Lived. 69.
---. How the Universe Began. 69.
Jeeter, Mason, and the Magic Headset. Twohill.
18.
The Jellyfish Season. Hahn. 108.
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JENSEN. When Panda Came to Our House. 48.
Jesse Bear, What Will You Wear? Carlstrom. 162.
Jimmy Lee Did It. Cummings. 25.
Johnny Castleseed. Ormondroyd. 15.
JOHNSON, A. Prisoner of PSI. 48.
JOHNSON, S. Bats. 149.
- Morning Glories. 149.
- Rice. 149.
. Wolf Pack: Tracking Wolves in the
Wild. 69.
JOHNSTON. Andy Bear: A Polar Cub Grows Up
at the Zoo. 88.
JONAS. Now We Can Go. 168.
- . The Trek. 130.
JONES. Howl's Moving Castle. 187.
The Josefina Story Quilt. Coerr. 163.
The Josie Gambit. Shura. 196.
Journey to Almost There. Guernsey. 108.
Journey to Jo'burg: A South African Story.
Naidoo. 175.
Journey to the Treasure. Moeri. 133.
JOYCE. George Shrinks. 70.
The Joys of Christmas. West. 59.
JUKES. Blackberries in the Dark. 88.
Julian Lennon. Mabery. 208.
The Julian Messner Color Illustrated Question and
Answer Book: Where Is It? Lambert, D. 51.
Julie's Daughter. Rodowsky. 15.
Jupiter. Simon, S. 79.
Just Like Me. Ormerod. 176.
Just One Friend. Hall, L. 27.
KAHN. Handle with Care: Frightening Stories.
49.
Kalilah and Dimnah: Fables from the Ancient
East. Tehranchian. 18.
KAMEN. Kipling: Storyteller of East and West.
130.
KARLIN. The Tooth Witch. 30.
KASSEM. Middle School Blues. 211.
Katy's First Haircut. Davis. 106.
KATZ. Black Indians: A Hidden History. 150.
KAUFMAN. Rajesh. 30.
KAY. The First Teddy Bear. I11.
KAYE, G. Comfort Herself. 11.
KAYE, M. Max in Love. 169.
- . Max on Earth. 169.
Keep the Lights Burning, Abbie. Roop. 95.
The Keeper. Naylor. 175.
Keeping Things Cool: The Story of Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning. Ford. 184.
KELLER, H. When Francie Was Sick. 70.
KELLER, I. Benjamin Rabbit and the Stranger
Danger. 49.
KELLOGG. Best Friends. 150.
--- . Chicken Little. 49.
KEMP. Jason Bodger and the Priory Ghost. 169.
KENNEDY. Brats. 211.
KERR. Night Kites. 169.
KESSLER. Old Turtle's Riddle and Joke Book.
170.
KIDD. The Glitch. 11.
Kill the Tsarl Youth and Terrorism in Old Russia.
Tessendorf. 159.
King Bidgood's in the Bathtub. Wood, A. 100.
King Island Christmas. Rogers, J. 16.
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Kings and Queens. Farjeon. 46.
Kipling: Storyteller of East and West. Kamen. 130.
KIRBY, M. The Secret of Thut-Mouse III or Basil
Beaudesert's Revenge. 70.
KIRBY, V. Hypnotism: Hocus Pocus or Science?
49.
Kiss the Clown. Adler. 201.
KITTLEMAN. Canyons Beyond the Sky. 111.
KLASS. The Bennington Stitch. 89.
KLEEBERG. Latch-key Kid. 89.
KLEIN, N. Family Secrets. 50.
--- The Cheerleader. 11.
KLEITSCH. A Time to Be Brave. 50.
KLINE. Don't Touch. 70.
- . Herbie Jones. 11.
Knights of the Round Table. Gross. 9.
KNOWLTON. Maps & Globes. 130.
KNOX-WAGNER. An Apartment's No Place for
a Kid. 111.
KNUDSON. Babe Didrikson: Athlete of the
Century. 50.
- . Martina Navratilova: Tennis Power. 150.
KOENIG. Eddie Murphy. 12.
Koko's Kitten. Patterson, F. 75.
KONIGSBURG. Up from Jericho Tel. 131.
KORMAN. Don't Care High. 71.
- . No Coins, Please. 50.
KOSOF. Incest: Families in Crisis. 131.
KOTZWINKLE. The World is Big and I'm So
Small. 211.
KRAMER. Getting Oxygen: What Do You Do if
You're Cell Twenty-Two? 187.
KREMENTZ. Benjy Goes to a Restaurant. 212.
- Jack Goes to the Beach. 212.
. Lily Goes to the Playground. 212.
. Taryn Goes to the Dentist. 212.
--. The Fun of Cooking. 112.
KRENSKY. Lionel at Large. 151.
KRISTENSEN. We Live in South Africa. 112.
KROLL. Breaking Camp. 131.
--. The Big Bunny and the Magic Show. 151.
- . Mrs. Claus' Crazy Christmas. 31.
KRONENWETTER. Free Press versus Fair Trial:
Television and Other Media in the Courtroom.
170.
KUKLIN. Thinking Big: The Story of a Young
Dwarf. 170.
KUNZ. Cancer: The Whispered Word. 118.
KURELEK. They Sought a New World: The Story
of European Immigration to North America.
89.
KUSHNER. Uncle Jacob's Ghost Story. 170.
KUSKIN. Something Sleeping in the Hall. 51.
LABRIE. Randy the Rooster. 171.
Lackawanna. Aaron, C. 141.
LAGER. Sigmund Freud: Doctor of the Mind.
212.
Lake Fear. McMahan. 52.
LAMB. Meeting the Winter Bike and Other Prize
Winning Plays. 171.
LAMBERT, D. The Julian Messner Color Illus-
trated Question and Answer Book: Where Is It?
51.
---. Volcanoes. 131.
LAMBERT, M. Living in the Future. 187.
LAMPERT. A Little Touch of Monster. 171.
LANDAU. Different Drummer: Homosexuality in
America. 187.
LANDSMAN. Castaways on Chimp Island. 171.
LANGTON. The Hedgehog Boy: A Latvian
Folktale. 51.
Large as Life Daytime Animals. Cole, J. 43.
Large as Life Nighttime Animals. Cole, J. 43.
LAROCHE. The Snow Rose. 212.
LASKY. Home Free. 112.
The Last Goodie. Schwandt. 77.
Last One Home. Osborne. 192.
Latch-key Kid. Kleeberg. 89.
The Latchkey Kids. Terris. 138.
LAUBER. What Big Teeth You Have!
LAWRENCE. Children of the Dust. 12.
LAWSON. An Album of the Vietnam War. 213.
- . The Eagle and the Dragon: The History of
U.S.-China Relations. 113.
- . South Africa. 172.
Lazy Jack. Ross, T. 217.
LETORD. Good Wood Bear. 89.
LEVERT. The Flight of the Cassowary. 172.
LEIGH, O. The Merry-Go-Round. 12.
LEIGH, V. Anne Frank. 113.
LEIGHNER. Reynard: The Story of a Fox
Returned to the Wild. 188.
LEINER. Both My Parents Work. 172.
LEINWAND. Transplants: Today's Medical
Miracles. 12.
LENS. Strikemakers & Strikebreakers. 71.
LEVINE-PROVOST. Popcorn. 95.
LEVINSON, M. And Don't Bring Jeremy. 31.
LEVINSON, N. I Lift My Lamp: Emma Lazarus
and the Statue of Liberty. 173.
- . The Ruthie Green Show. 90.
LEVINSON, R. Watch the Stars Come Out. 71.
LEVITIN. A Season for Unicorns. 173.
LEVITT. The Weighty Word Book. 151.
LEVOY. Pictures of Adam. 151.
LEVY. The Bride. 31.
The Lewis and Clark Expedition. McGrath. 189.
LEWIS. Swan. 213.
LEXAU. Don't Be My Valentine. 71.
Liar, Liar, Pants on Fire! Cohen, M. 4.
LICHTMAN. Telling Secrets. 188.
Life of the Honeybee. Fischer-Nagel. 146.
Life of the Ladybug. Fischer-Nagel. 146.
Lights! Camera! Action! How a Movie is Made.
Gibbons. 128.
Like Mother, Like Daughter. Bauer. 81.
A Likely Story. York. 40.
Lily Goes to the Playground. Krementz. 212.
LINE. Screaming High. 31.
LINFIELD. The Secret of the Mountain. 152.
Lion at School and Other Stories. Pearce. 177.
Lionel at Large. Krensky. 151.
LIONNI. It's Mine. 152.
LITTKE. Shanny on Her Own. 113.
Little Britches Rodeo. Tinkelman. 38.
The Little Father. Burgess. 63.
The Little Jewel Box. Mayer, M. 154.
A Little Touch of Monster. Lampert. 171.
Living in the Future. Lambert, M. 187.
LIVINGSTON. Thanksgiving Poems. 32.
--- . Worlds I Know and Other Poems. 90.
Lizzie Silver of Sherwood Forest. Singer. 158.
Lizzie and Harold. Winthrop. 180.
LOBEL. Whiskers and Rhymes. 32.
Locked in Time. Duncan. 6.
LOCKER. The Mare on the Hill. 51.
The Long Journey of Lukas B. Fahrmann. 6.
Look-Alikes. Drescher, H. 46.
Lost Childhood: Children of World War II. Pack.
193.
Lost and Found. Walsh. 20.
Louis Armstrong. Collier. 44.
Love Story, Take Three. Miklowitz. 191.
LOW. Greek Gods and Heroes. 52.
LOWRY. Anastasia Has the Answers. 173.
- . Switcharound. 90.
LUENN. Arctic Unicorn. 188.
The Lullaby Songbook. Yolen. 220.
LUTTRELL. Tillie and Mert. 90.
LYDON. How to Succeed in Show Business By
Really Trying: A Handbook for the Aspiring
Performer. 91.
M & M and the Santa Secrets. Ross, P. 36.
MABERY. Julian Lennon. 208.
- . Tell Me About Yourself: How to Inter-
view Anyone from Your Friends to Famous
People. 113.
- . Tina Turner. 208.
MacCLINTOCK. Phoebe the Kinkajou. 91.
MACAULAY. BAAA. 13.
Madeline's Christmas. Bemelmans. 22.
Madonna. Greenberg, K. 208.
MAESTRO. Ferryboat. 213.
---. The Story of the Statue of Liberty. 153.
Maggie: A Sheep Dog. Patent. 176.
The Magic Book. Roberts. 195.
The Magic Horse. Scott. 136.
MAHY. Jam: A True Story. 153.
. The Catalogue of the Universe. 132.
Make Way for Sam Houston. Fritz. 165.
Make the Most of a Good Thing: You! Shaw. 196.
Making Music. Paxton. 215.
Making a New Home in America. Rosenberg, M.
156.
MALNIG. Where the Waves Break: Life at the
Edge of the Sea. 13.
MALONEY. The Impact Zone. 189.
A Man Named Thoreau. Burleigh. 63.
MANUSHKIN. Buster Loves Buttons! 14.
Maps & Globes. Knowlton. 130.
The Marathon Rabbit. Eagle. 145.
The Mare on the Hill. Locker. 51.
Margaret Thatcher: Britain's Iron Lady. Faber.
25.
Marguerite, Go Wash Your Feet. Tripp. 98.
Marijuana. Stwertka. 178.
Mark Twain: A Writer's Life. Meltzer. 73.
MARK, J. Trouble Half-Way. 153.
MARK, M. Toba at the Hands of a Thief. 14.
Marleen, the Horror Queen. Perl. 94.
MARNEY. The Computer That Ate My Brother.
14.
MARRIN. Aztecs and Spaniards: Cortes and the
Conquest of Mexico. 153.
MARSANO. The Street Smart Book. 91.
MARSHALL, E. Four on the Shore. 32.
MARSHALL, J. Wings: A Tale of Two Chickens.
190.
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MARSTON. Mysteries in American Archeology.
190.
MARTELL. The Vikings. 214.
Martin Luther King, Jr. Hunter, N. 129.
MARTIN, A. Me and Katie (the Pest). 114.
- . With You and Without You. 174.
MARTIN, B. The Ghost-Eye Tree. 114.
MARTIN L. The Bride. 32.
MARTIN, R. Foolish Rabbit's Big Mistake. 73.
Martina Navratilova: Tennis Power. Knudson.
150.
Mary Lou Retton and the New Gymnasts.
Silverstein, H. 137.
Mary Lou Retton: Power Gymnast. Washington.
20.
MASON. The Stolen Law. 190.
MATTINGLEY. The Angel with a Mouth Organ.
132.
Maude and Walter. Oneal. 93.
MAUSER. Rip-Off. 114.
Max in Love. Kaye, M. 169.
Max on Earth. Kaye, M. 169.
MAYER. The Little Jewel Box. 154.
- . Aladdin and the Enchanted Lamp. 133.
MAYHAR. Medicine Walk. 115.
MAYNE. Drift. 190.
MAZER, H. When the Phone Rang. 73.
MAZER, N. Three Sisters. 133.
McCALL. Message from the Mountains. 72.
- . Mississippi Steamboatman: The Story of
Henry Miller Shreve. 132.
McCLUNG. The True Adventures of Grizzly
Adams. 72.
McDONNELL. Count Me In. 189.
McGRATH. The Lewis and Clark Expedition.
189.
McKIE. Nuclear Power. 13.
McKILLIP. The Moon and the Face. 72.
McKINLEY. Imaginary Lands. 152.
McMAHAN. Lake Fear. 52.
McMILLAN. Counting Wildflowers. 152.
McNAMARA. Model Behavior. 52.
McPHAIL. Farm Morning. 73.
The Me Inside of Me. Bethancourt. 103.
Me and Katie (the Pest). Martin, A. 114.
Medicine Walk. Mayhar. 115.
Meet the Computer. Simon, S. 17.
Meeting the Winter Bike and Other Prize Winning
Plays. Lamb. 171.
MELTZER. Betty Friedan: A Voice for Women's
Rights. 115.
. Dorothea Lange: Life Through the
Camera. 33.
-- . Mark Twain: A Writer's Life. 73.
. Poverty in America. 154.
Merger on the Orient Expressway. Christian. 182.
MERRIAM. The Christmas Box. 33.
The Merry-Go-Round. Leigh, 0. 12.
Message from the Mountains. McCall. 72.
MEYER. Elliott & Win. 174.
Middle School Blues. Kassem. 211.
MIKLOWITZ. Love Story, Take Three. 191.
MILES. Sink or Swim. 154.
Milk. Carrick, D. 82.
MILLER, E. Mousekin's Thanksgiving. 52.
MILLER, Margaret. Hot Off the Press!: A Day at
the Daily News. 92.
MILLER, Marilyn. The Bridge at Selma. 14.
MILLER, MOIRA. Oscar Mouse Finds a Home.
92.
MILLER, P. Ride the Green Dragon. 115.
MILLS. Boardwalk with Hotel. 53.
MINER. Young Parents. 53.
Missing Children. Hyde, M. 130.
Mississippi Steamboatman: The Story of Henry
Miller Shreve. McCall. 132.
MITCHELL. Shoes for Everyone: A Story About
Jan Matzeliger. 214.
Model Behavior. McNamara. 52.
MOERI. Journey to the Treasure. 133.
MOHR. Going Home. 175.
The Monkey's Haircut and Other Stories Told by
the Maya. Bierhorst. 122.
MONTAUFIER. One Summer at Grandmother's
House. 15.
Moon Tiger. Root. 95.
The Moon and the Face. McKillip. 72.
The Moonlight Man. Fox. 147.
MORAN. A Family in Ireland. 191.
More Stories Julian Tells. Cameron, A. 143.
More Tales of Amanda Pig. Van Leeuwen. 98.
MORI. Socrates and the Three Little Pigs. 191.
Morning Glories. Johnson, S. 149.
MORRIS, J. The Donkey's Crusade. 115.
MORRIS, N. Featherboy and the Buffalo. 92.
Moses in the Bulrushes. Bible, adaptations of. 122.
The Most Important Thing. Ure. 198.
MOTHER GOOSE. Come Out to Play. 214.
. Solomon Grundy. 214.
- Tomie dePaola's Mother Goose. 53.
Mother Teresa: Sister to the Poor. Giff. 147.
The Mother's Day Mice. Bunting. 143.
Mountain Light. Yep. 60.
Mousekin's Thanksgiving. Miller, E. 52.
Mrs. Claus' Crazy Christmas. Kroll. 31.
Mrs. Portree's Pony. Hall, L. 148.
The Muffin Fiend. Pinkwater. 156.
MULFORD. The World is My Eggshell. 192.
MUNRO. The Inside-Outside Book of New York
City. 92.
MURPHY, B. Ace Hits Rock Bottom. 93.
MURPHY, S. Nightpool. 33.
MUSHROOMS. Selsam. 157.
Music Lessons for Alex. Arnold. 102.
My Brother's Keeper. Bernbaum. 2.
My Brother, Will. Robins. 156.
My First Book of Space. Hansen, R. 210.
My First Kitten. Hausherr. 109.
My Life in the Seventh Grade. Geller. 207.
My Mother's Getting Married. Drescher, J. 145.
My Parents Think I'm Sleeping. Prelutsky. 94.
My Three Uncles. Abolafia. 21.
My Visit to the Dinosaurs. Aliki. 22.
MYERS, B. Sidney Rella and the Glass Sneaker.
155.
MYERS, G. FunSports for Everyone. 33.
Mysteries in American Archeology. Marston. 190.
NAIDOO. Journey to Jo'burg: A South African
Story. 175.
Nata. Griffith. 108.
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NATHANSON. The Trouble with Wednesdays.
175.
The Nature of the Beast. Howker. 48.
NAYLOR. The Keeper. 175.
NEIMARK. One Man's Valor: Leo Baeck and the
Holocaust. 155.
NELSON. The 251 Miracle. 192.
NERLOVE. I Made a Mistake. 74.
NESBIT. The Deliverers of Their Country. 93.
NEUMEIER. Action Alphabet. 53.
The New Baby at Your House. Cole, J. 43.
NEWMAN. The Case of the Murdered Players.
134.
NEY. Ox and the Prime-Time Kid. 134.
The Night Book. Strand. 138.
The Night Flight. Ryder. 56.
Night Kites. Kerr. 169.
Night Outside. Wrightson. 40.
Night Story. Willard. 179.
Night of Ghosts and Hermits: Nocturnal Life on
the Seashore. Stolz. 118.
The Night of the Paper Bag Monsters. Craig. 5.
The Nightingale. Andersen, H. 22.
Nightingale. Andersen, H. 41.
Nightpool. Murphy. 33.
No Coins, Please. Korman. 50.
Nora's Castle. Ichikawa. 186.
NORTON. Ride the Green Dragon. 115.
Nosey Mrs. Rat. Allen, J. 61.
NOSTLINGER. The Cucumber King. 134.
Not So Fast Songololo. Daly, N. 144.
Not-Just-Anybody Family. Byars. 123.
NOURSE. Herpes. 93.
Now We Can Go. Jonas. 168.
Nuclear Power. McKie. 13.
Nuclear War: From Hiroshima to Nuclear Winter.
Pringle. 116.
Nurse Power: New Vistas in Nursing. Seide. 117.
O'DELL. Streams to the River, River to the Sea: A
Novel of Sacagawea. 155.
- . The Road to Damietta. 74.
O'SHEA. The Hounds of the Morrigan. 215.
Oaf. Cunningham. 144.
Oh Honestly, Angela! Robinson. 76.
Old Turtle's Riddle and Joke Book. Kessler. 170.
OLNEY. Imaging: Think Your Way to Success in
Sports and Classroom. 74.
On Fire. Sebestyen. 16.
Once There Was a Tree. Romanova. 95.
Once Upon a Time! A Story of the Brothers
Grimm. Quackenbush. 116.
One Man's Valor: Leo Baeck and the Holocaust.
Neimark. 155.
One More Time! Ferry. 7.
One Summer at Grandmother's House.
Montaufier. 15.
One Summer in Montana. Hyde, D. 87.
One Terrific Thanksgiving. Sharmat. 37.
One-Way to Ansonia. Angell. 42.
ONEAL. In Summer Light. 34.
- . Maude and Walter. 93.
Only Birds and Angels Fly. Horwitz. 69.
Only the Cat Saw. Wolff. 100.
OPPEL. Colin's Fantastic Video Adventure. 34.
The Oracle Doll. Dexter. 145.
ORMEROD. Just Like Me. 176.
-- . Our Ollie. 176.
-- . Silly Goose. 176.
--. Young Joe. 176.
Ormondroyd. Johnny Castleseed. 15.
OSBORNE. Last One Home. 192.
Oscar Mouse Finds a Home. Miller, Moira. 92.
Other Worlds: Is There Life Out There? Darling.
5.
Otto is Different. Brandenberg. 23.
Our Brother Has Down's Syndrome. Cairo. 104.
Our Ollie. Ormerod. 176.
Out of Time. Chambers. 124.
Out of the Dark World. Chetwin. 105.
Over the Moon. Guest. 128.
Owl in the Garden. Freschet. 106.
Ox and the Prime-Time Kid. Ney. 134.
OXENBURY. The Helen Oxenbury Nursery Story
Book. 74.
---. I Can. 193.
-- . I Hear. 193.
-- . I See. 193.
-- . I Touch. 193.
The Oxford Book of Children's Verse in America.
Hall, D. 10.
PACK. Lost Childhood: Children of World War
II. 193.
Pain: What Is It? How Do We Deal With It?
Arnold. 121.
The Paper Crane. Bang. 122.
Paris, Pee Wee, and Big Dog. Guy. 47.
PARKER. The United Nations from A to Z. 134.
PASCOE. Racial Prejudice. 115.
Passports to Peace: Embassies and the Art of
Diplomacy. Ferrell. 165.
PATENT. Baby Horses. 116.
- . Draft Horses. 193.
--. Maggie: A Sheep Dog. 176.
- . Quarter Horses. 135.
- . The Sheep Book. 34.
- Thoroughbred Horses. 34.
PATTERSON, F. Koko's Kitten. 75.
PATTERSON, G. All About Bread. 35.
PATZ. Gina Farina and the Prince of Mintz. 193.
PAULSEN. Sentries. 215.
PAXTON. Making Music. 215.
Pay as You Exit. Goldman. 9.
Peace, O River. Garden. 147.
PEARCE. Lion at School and Other Stories. 177.
PECK, RICHARD. Blossom Culp and the Sleep
of Death. 155.
PECK, ROBERT. Soup on Ice. 75.
PEET. Zella, Zack, and Zodiac. 194.
Pen & Ink. Bolognese. 202.
Pencil. Bolognese. 202.
Penrod's Pants. Christian. 162.
PERCY. To Fight the Wild. 143.
PERL. Blue Monday and Friday the Thirteenth:
The Stories Behind the Days of the Week. 194.
---. Marleen, the Horror Queen. 94.
PERRAULT. Cinderella. 35.
PERRY. Computer Crime. 216.
Pete and Lily. Hest. 149.
Phoebe the Kinkajou. MacClintock. 91.
PHILLIPS. The Sign in Mendel's Window. 35.
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PHIPSON. Hit and Run. 54.
The Picture Life of Mikhail Gorbachev. Caulkins.
64.
Pictures of Adam. Levoy. 151.
PIERCE, M. Birth of the Firebringer. 94.
- . The Woman Who Loved Reindeer. 75.
PIERCE, T. The Woman Who Rides Like a Man.
156.
Pig William. Dubanevich. 66.
PINKWATER. The Muffin Fiend. 156.
Pitcher. Sullivan. 197.
PIZZEY. The Computerized Society. 216.
A Place for Allie. Carey, M. 64.
Play-by-Play. Glenn. 148.
Playbook. Turner, G. 218.
The Playground. Duke. 206.
The Polar Express. Van Allsburg. 39.
POLESE. Promise Not to Tell. 35.
Popcorn. Provost. 95.
PORTE. Harry's Mom. 75.
POULIN. Ah! Belle Cite!/A Beautiful City ABC.
135.
Poverty in America. Meltzer. 154.
POWLEDGE. You'll Survive: Late Blooming,
Early Blooming, Loneliness, Klutziness, and
Other Problems of Adolescence, and How to
Live Through Them. 194.
POWZYK. Wallaby Creek. 94.
Prairie Songs. Conrad. 4.
Prehistoric Mammals: A New World. Berger, M.
161.
PRELUTSKY. My Parents Think I'm Sleeping.
94.
Pride of the Peacock. Tolan. 139.
The Prime Minister's Brain. Cross. 206.
The Princess and the Frog. Vesey. 80.
PRINGLE. Animals at Play. 135.
. Nuclear War: From Hiroshima to Nuclear
Winter. 116.
Prisoner of PSI. Johnson, A. 48.
Promise Not to Tell. Polese. 35.
PROVOST. Popcorn. 95.
PRYOR. Rats, Spiders & Love. 135.
Pterosaurs, the Flying Reptiles. Sattler. 96.
The Pueblo. Yue. 200.
Pumpkin Pumpkin. Titherington. 139.
A Puppy is Born. Fischer-Nagel. 66.
PURDY. Iva Dunnit and the Big Wind. 116.
QUACKENBUSH. Once Upon a Time! A Story
of the Brothers Grimm. 116.
Quarter Horses. Patent. 135.
Quentin Corn. Stolz. 80.
Race of the Radical. Howe, F. 29.
Racial Prejudice. Pascoe. 115.
Racso and the Rats of NIMH. Conly. 182.
The Raid. Wisler. 59.
Rajesh. Kaufman. 30.
Random House Book of Fairy Tales. Ehrlich. 46.
Randy the Rooster. LaBrie. 171.
RAPHAEL. Pen & Ink. 202.
--- . Pencil. 202.
Rats, Spiders & Love. Pryor. 135.
RAYNER. Crocodarling. 194.
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The Real World. Sirof. 117.
Rear-View Mirrors. Fleischman, P. 147.
REIT. Some Busy Hospital. 54.
The Relatives Came. Rylant. 77.
The Remembering Box. Clifford. 64.
Return to Bitter Creek. Smith, D. 158.
Reynard: The Story of a Fox Returned to the
Wild. Leighner. 188.
The Rhythm and Blues Story. Busnar. 123.
Rice. Johnson, S. 149.
The Rich Kid. Gillham. 26.
RICHMOND. Wheels for Walking. 76.
RICHTER. Wipe Your Feet, Santa Claus! 54.
Ride the Green Dragon. Norton. 115.
Ridin' That Strawberry Roan. Sewall. 78.
RINALDI. Time Enough for Drums. 177.
RIORDAN. The Woman in the Moon and Other
Tales of Forgotten Heroines. 76.
Rip-Off. Mauser. 114.
RISKIND. Wildcat Summer. 15.
Rivals. Hopper. 129.
River and Canal. Boyer. 162.
The Road to Damietta. O'Dell. 74.
ROBBINS. City/Country. 36.
ROBERSON. Japan: From Shogun to Sony,
1543-1984. 54.
ROBERTS. The Magic Book. 195.
ROBINS. My Brother, Will. 156.
ROBINSON. Oh Honestly, Angela! 76.
RODOWSKY. Julie's Daughter. 15.
ROGERS, F. Going to the Doctor. 177.
-- . Going to the Potty. 177.
ROGERS, J. King Island Christmas. 16.
- . The Secret Moose. 36.
ROMANOVA. Once There Was a Tree. 95.
ROOP. Keep the Lights Burning, Abbie. 95.
ROOS. Confessions of a Wayward Preppie. 177.
ROOT. Moon Tiger. 95.
. Soup for Supper. 216.
The Rose Beyond the Wall. Holl. 28.
ROSENBERG, G. Teenage Suicide. 107.
ROSENBERG, J. Dance Me a Story: Twelve Tales
from the Classic Ballets. 55.
ROSENBERG, M. Being a Twin, Having a Twin.
55.
--- . Making a New Home in America. 156.
ROSS, D. Baby Bear's Christmas. 55.
ROSS, P. M & M and the Santa Secrets. 36.
ROSS, T. Lazy Jack. 217.
Rosy Cole's Great American Guilt Club.
Greenwald. 86.
ROY. The Chimpanzee Kid. 77.
A Royal Pain. Conford. 124.
ROYDS. The Christmas Book. 55.
Russell Rides Again. Hurwitz. 30.
Rusty Timmons' First Million. Carris. 123.
Ruth Marini: World Series Star. Cebulash. 3.
The Ruthie Greene Show. Levinson, N. 90.
RYDER. The Night Flight. 56.
RYLANT. A Blue-Eyed Daisy. 16.
--- . Every Living Thing. 136.
--- . The Relatives Came. 77.
SACHS, E. Shyster. 96.
SACHS, M. Baby Sister. 136.
----. Thunderbird. 16.
The Sacred Moon Tree: Being the True Account of
the Trials and Adventures of Phoebe Sands in
the Great War Between the States, 1861-1865.
Shore. 217.
The Saddest Time. Simon, N. 157.
Sam Ellis's Island. Siegel. 57.
SANDERS. Hear the Wind Blow: American Folk
Songs Retold. 77.
SANFORD. Bride of Frankenstein. 9.
SARGEANT. Watermusic. 195.
SATTLER. Pterosaurs, the Flying Reptiles. 96.
Saturday. Cazet. 3.
Saturn. Simon, S. 79.
SAVAGE. Dyslexia: Understanding Reading
Problems. 56.
SCHERTLE. That Olive! 178.
SCHOBERLE. Beyond the Milky Way. 217.
SCHWANDT. The Last Goodie. 77.
SCHWARTZ. Tales of Trickery from the Land of
Spoof. 136.
SCHWENINGER. Birthday Wishes. 217.
SCOTT. The Magic Horse. 136.
Screaming High. Line. 31.
Sea Babies: New Life in the Ocean. Sibbald. 178.
A Season for Unicorns. Levitin. 173.
Season of the White Stork. Fischer-Nagel. 146.
Seasons of Splendour: Tales, Myths, and Legends
of India. Jaffrey. 88.
SEBESTYEN. On Fire. 16.
The Secret Moose. Rogers, J. 36.
Secret Spells and Curious Charms. Beisner. 181.
The Secret of Thut-Mouse III or Basil Beaude-
sert's Revenge. Kirby, M. 70.
Secret of the Mountain. Linfield. 152.
Secrets in the Meadow. Hess. 185.
SEEGER. Abiyoyo. 195.
The Seekers. Dillon. 164.
SEFTON. Island of the Strangers. 96.
SEGAL. The Story of Mrs. Lovewright and
Purrless Her Cat. 78.
SEIDE. Nurse Power: New Vistas in Nursing. 117.
SEIXAS. Vitamins: What They Are, What They
Do. 196.
SELKOWE. Spring Green. 56.
SELSAM. Mushrooms. 157.
Sentries. Paulsen. 215.
SERVICE. Winter of Magic's Return. 56.
The Seven Sleepers: The Story of Hibernation.
Busch. 2.
SEWALL. Ridin' That Strawberry Roan. 78.
SHACHTMAN. America's Birthday: The Fourth
of July. 157.
Shadows on the Pond. Herzig. 110.
Shanny on Her Own. Littke. 113.
Shapes, Shapes, Shapes. Hoban. 149.
SHAPIRO, M. How They Built the Statue of
Liberty. 78.
SHAPIRO, W. The Statue of Liberty. 78.
Sharks. Freedman, R. 106.
SHARMAT. For Members Only. 196.
---. Hooray for Mother's Day. 157.
---. One Terrific Thanksgiving. 37.
--. Snobs, Beware. 196.
SHAW. Make the Most of a Good Thing: You!
196.
The Sheep Book. Patent. 34.
Sheep Dog. Ancona. 1.
SHIELS. Winners: Women and the Nobel Prize.
17.
Shoes for Everyone: A Story About Jan
Matzeliger. Mitchell. 214.
SHORE. The Sacred Moon Tree: Being the True
Account of the Trials and Adventures of Phoebe
Sands in the Great War Between the States,
1861-1865. 217.
SHUB. Cutlass in the Snow. 137.
SHURA. The Josie Gambit. 196.
Shyster. Sachs, E. 96.
SIBBALD. Sea Babies: New Life in the Ocean.
178.
Sidney Rella and the Glass Sneaker. Myers, B.
155.
SIEGAL. Grace in the Wilderness: After the
Liberation, 1945-1948. 79.
SIEGEL. Sam Ellis's Island. 57.
Sigmund Freud: Doctor of the Mind. Lager. 212.
The Sign in Mendel's Window. Phillips. 35.
The Silkworm Story. Coldrey. 124.
Silly Goose. Ormerod. 176.
SILVERSTEIN, A. World of the Brain. 197.
SILVERSTEIN, H. Mary Lou Retton and the
New Gymnasts. 137.
SIMON, N. The Saddest Time. 157.
SIMON, S. Bits and Bytes: A Computer
Dictionary for Beginners. 79.
- . How to Talk to Your Computer. 17.
- . Jupiter. 79.
- . Meet the Computer. 17.
- . Saturn. 79.
- . The Basic Book. 79.
SINGER. Lizzie Silver of Sherwood Forest. 158.
- . Where There's a Will, There's a Wag. 218.
Sink or Swim. Miles. 154.
Sir Gawain and the Loathly Lady. Hastings. 47.
SIROF. The Real World. 117.
Sister in the Shadow. Smith, Anne. 158.
Six Dogs, Twenty-Three Cats, Forty-Five Mice,
and One Hundred Sixteen Spiders. Chalmers.
203.
Skara Brae: The Story of a Prehistoric Village.
Dunrea. 164.
SKURZYNSKI. Swept in the Wave of Terror. 137.
SLEPIAN. Getting On With It. 138.
SLOTE. The Trouble on Janus. 117.
SMITH, ALISON. A Trap of Gold. 118.
SMITH, ANNE. Sister in the Shadow. 158.
SMITH, D. Return to Bitter Creek. 158.
SMITH, S. Snow-Eyes. 37.
Snobs, Beware. Sharmat. 196.
The Snow Rose. Laroche. 212.
Snow-Eyes. Smith, S. 37.
SNOWDEN. The Computerized Society. 216.
SNYDER. The Changing Maze. 57.
So Far from the Bamboo Grove. Watkins. 199.
Socrates and the Three Little Pigs. Mori. 191.
Soldier Boy. French. 165.
Solomon Grundy. Mother Goose. 214.
Solomon, the Rusty Nail. Steig. 159.
Some Busy Hospital. Reit. 54.
Someday with My Father. Buckley, H. 104.
Someone Saw a Spider: Spider Facts and
Folktales. Climo. 124.
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Something Sleeping in the Hall. Kuskin. 51.
Something Suspicious. Galbraith. 85.
Sometimes It's Okay to Tell Secrets. Bahr. 202.
The Song in My Head. Holman. 28.
Soup for Supper. Root. 216.
Soup on Ice. Peck, Robert. 75.
South Africa. Lawson. 172.
Special Effects in Movies and T.V. Cosner. 25.
Spectacles. Beattie. 102.
Spence Isn't Spence Anymore. Chevalier. 82.
Split Sisters. Adler. 141.
Spooky and the Ghost Cat. Carlson. 104.
Sports Pages. Adoff. 181.
Spring Green. Selkowe. 56.
STANEK. Gleanings. 37.
- . We Came from Vietnam. 57.
STANLEY. A Country Tale. 118.
. Birdsong Lullaby. 138.
Star Shine. Greene. 27.
Star Wind. Woolverton. 199.
The Stars will Speak. Zebrowski. 60.
The Statue of Liberty. Fisher, L. 66.
The Statue of Liberty. Shapiro, W. 78.
Stay Away from Simon! Carrick, C. 43.
STEIG. Solomon, the Rusty Nail. 159.
STEPHENS. A Time to Be Brave. 50.
STEVENSON. Are We Almost There? 58.
- . That Dreadful Day. 97.
The Stolen Law. Mason. 190.
STOLZ. The Explorer of Barkham Street. 37.
- . Night of Ghosts and Hermits: Nocturnal
Life on the Seashore. 118.
. Quentin Corn. 80.
STONE. Half Nelson, Full Nelson. 38.
The Story of Football. Anderson, D. 102.
The Story of Holly and Ivy. Godden. 27.
The Story of Mrs. Lovewright and Purrless Her
Cat. Segal. 78.
The Story of Prince Rama. Thompson, B. 97.
The Story of the Statue of Liberty. Maestro. 153.
Stotan! Crutcher. 183.
Straight Along a Crooked Road. Donahue. 45.
STRAND. The Night Book. 138.
STRANGE. The Falklands: South Atlantic
Islands. 58.
STRAUSS. Worldstone. 159.
Streams to the River, River to the Sea: A Novel of
Sacagawea. O'Dell. 155.
The Street Smart Book. Marsano. 91.
Street Talk. Turner, A. 197.
STREN. I Was a Fifteen Year Old Blimp. 58.
Strictly for Laughs. Conford. 83.
STRIEBER. Wolf of Shadows. 80.
Strikemakers & Strikebreakers. Lens. 71.
STWERTKA. Marijuana. 178.
SULLIVAN. Baseball Backstage. 218.
- . Pitcher. 197.
Summer Fun. Haywood. 128.
Summer to Summer. Ellis. 6.
Super Sleuth: Twelve Solve-It-Yourself Mysteries.
Vivelo. 19.
Susanna of the Alamo: A True Story. Jakes. 186.
SUTTON. Taildraggers High. 97.
Swan. Lewis. 213.
Sweetly Sings the Donkey. Cleaver. 3.
SWENSON. Cancer: The Whispered Word. 118.
Swept in the Wave of Terror. Skurzynski. 137.
Switcharound. Lowry. 90.
Ta-Poo-Ach Means Apple. Genet. 107.
TAFURI. Who's Counting? 218.
TAHA. A Gift for Tia Rosa. 159.
Taildraggers High. Sutton. 97.
Taking Off: Travel Tips for a Carefree Trip.
Bernstein. 161.
Taking on the Press: Constitutional Rights in
Conflict. Zerman. 200.
TALBERT. Dead Birds Singing. 18.
Tales for the Perfect Child. Heide. 48.
Tales of Pan. Gerstein. 207.
Tales of Trickery from the Land of Spoof.
Schwartz. 136.
Taryn Goes to the Dentist. Krementz. 212.
TAYLOR. Walking Up a Rainbow. 178.
Tazo and Me. Hall, L. 109.
Teenage Suicide. Gardner. 107.
TEHRANCHIAN. Kalilah and Dimnah: Fables
from the Ancient East. 18.
Tell Me About Yourself: How to Interview
Anyone from Your Friends to Famous People.
Mabery. 113.
Telling Secrets. Lichtman. 188.
The Temptation of Wilfred Malachey. Buckley,
W. 104.
Tender Beginnings. Buchan. 23.
TERRIS. The Latchkey Kids. 138.
TESSENDORF. Kill the Tsar! Youth and
Terrorism in Old Russia. 159.
Thanksgiving Poems. Livingston. 32.
That Dreadful Day. Stevenson. 97.
That Olive! Schertle. 178.
Then I'll Be Home Free. Wood, P. 220.
They Sought a New World: The Story of European
Immigration to North America. Kurelek. 89.
Thinking Big: The Story of a Young Dwarf.
Kuklin. 170.
Third Girl from the Left. Turner, A. 198.
This Big Cat and Other Cats I've Known.
de Regniers. 45.
THOMAS, D. A Child's Christmas in Wales. 58.
THOMAS, J. Water Girl. 160.
THOMAS, K. Changing of the Guard. 197.
THOMPSON, B. The Story of Prince Rama. 97.
THOMPSON, J. Discontinued. 97.
- . Ghost Horse of the Palisades. 139.
THOMSON. Auks, Rocks and the Odd Dinosaur:
Inside Stories from the Smithsonian's Museum
of Natural History. 139.
Thoroughbred Horses. Patent. 34.
Those Terrible Terwilliger Twins. Walton. 20.
A Three Hat Day. Geringer. 85.
The Three Sillies. Hewitt. 167.
Three Sisters. Mazer, N. 133.
Thunderbird. Sachs, M. 16.
Tillie and Mert. Luttrell. 90.
TILLY. Golden Girl. 160.
TIMBERLAKE. Famine in Africa. 179.
Time Enough for Drums. Rinaldi. 177.
A Time to Be Brave. Kleitsch. 50.
Timechanges. Trease. 18.
The Tin-Pot Foreign General and the Old Iron
Woman. Briggs. 2.
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Tina Turner. Mabery. 208.
TINKELMAN. Little Britches Rodeo. 38.
TITHERINGTON. Pumpkin Pumpkin. 139.
To Fight the Wild. Ansell. 143.
Toba at the Hands of a Thief. Mark, M. 14.
Tog the Ribber or Granny's Tale. Coltman. 4.
TOLAN. Pride of the Peacock. 139.
Tomie dePaola's Mother Goose. Mother Goose.
53.
The Tooth Witch. Karlin. 30.
Toothpick. Ethridge. 106.
Top Secret. Gardiner. 46.
Tracks. Bess. 143.
Transplants: Today's Medical Miracles. Leinwand.
12.
A Trap of Gold. Smith, Alison. 118.
Travelers by Night. Alcock. 21.
Travelers. Bograd. 181.
TREASE. Timechanges. 18.
The Trek. Jonas. 130.
TRIPP. Marguerite, Go Wash Your Feet. 98.
Trouble Half-Way. Mark, J. 153.
The Trouble on Janus. Slote. 117.
The Trouble with Jack. Hughes, S. 129.
The Trouble with Wednesdays. Nathanson. 175.
Trouble's Child. Walter. 99.
The True Adventures of Grizzly Adams. McClung.
72.
The Truth About Santa Claus. Giblin. 8.
Tundra, the Arctic Land. Hiscock. 210.
TURNER, A. Dakota Dugout. 38.
- . Street Talk. 197.
- . Third Girl from the Left. 198.
TURNER, G. Playbook. 218.
TUSA. Chicken. 198.
The Twelve Dancing Princesses and Other Tales
from Grimm. Grimm. 166.
TWOHILL. Jeeter, Mason, and the Magic
Headset. 18.
UCHIDA. The Happiest Ending. 38.
Uncle Jacob's Ghost Story. Kushner. 170.
United Nations from A to Z. Parker. 134.
Up from Jericho Tel. Konigsburg. 131.
Up the Chimney Down and Other Stories.
Aiken. 121.
Up to Ten and Down Again. Ernst. 125.
URE. The Most Important Thing. 198.
- . You Win Some, You Lose Some. 160.
VAES. The Wild Hamster. 119.
Valentine's Day. Gibbons. 107.
VAN ALLSBURG. The Polar Express. 39.
VAN LEEUWEN. More Tales of Amanda Pig.
98.
VANDER ELS. The Bombers' Moon. 19.
The Velveteen Rabbit. Williams, M. 59.
VESEY. The Princess and the Frog. 80.
The Vikings. Martell. 214.
The Village of Round and Square Houses. Grifal-
coni. 185.
VINCENT. Breakfast Time, Ernest and
Celestine. 98.
----. Ernest and Celestine's Patchwork Quilt.
119.
Vitamins: What They Are, What They Do. Seixas.
196.
VIVELO. Super Sleuth: Twelve Solve-It-Yourself
Mysteries. 19.
VOIGT. Izzy, Willy-Nilly. 179.
- . Jackaroo. 19.
Volcanoes. Lambert, D. 131.
WALKER. Amy: The Story of a Deaf Child. 19.
Walking Up a Rainbow. Taylor. 178.
Wallaby Creek. Powzyk. 94.
WALLACE. Ferret in the Bedroom, Lizards in the
Fridge. 218.
WALSH. Lost and Found. 20.
WALTER. Trouble's Child. 99.
WALTON. Those Terrible Terwilliger Twins. 20.
WARNER. Heroes, Monsters and Other Worlds
from Russian Mythology. 219.
WASHINGTON. Mary Lou Retton: Power
Gymnast. 20.
Watch the Stars Come Out. Levinson, R. 71.
Water Girl. Thomas, J. 160.
Watermusic. Sargeant. 195.
WATKINS. So Far from the Bamboo Grove. 199.
WAUGH. Dragons and Dreams: A Collection of
New Fantasy and Science Fiction Stories. 200.
We Came from Vietnam. Stanek. 57.
We Live in South Africa. Kristensen. 112.
Weekend Sisters. Colman. 65.
The Weighty Word Book. Levitt. 151.
WEIS. Lost Childhood: Children of World War
II. 193.
WEISS, A. Bioethics: Dilemmas in Modern
Medicine. 99.
WEISS, J. Young Brer Rabbit and Other Trickster
Tales from the Americas. 99.
A Welcome for Annie. Craig. 183.
WELLS. Hazel's Amazing Mother. 99.
WEST. The Joys of Christmas. 59.
What Big Teeth You Have! Lauber. 213.
What Bounces? Duke. 206.
What Eric Knew. Howe, J. 87.
What Should You Do When...? Bahr. 202.
Wheels for Walking. Richmond. 76.
When Daylight Comes. Howard, E. 29.
When Francie Was Sick. Keller, H. 70.
When Grandpa Came to Stay. Caseley. 162.
When I'm Sleepy. Howard, J. 110.
When Panda Came to Our House. Jensen. 48.
When the Phone Rang. Mazer, H. 73.
Where There's a Will, There's a Wag. Singer. 218.
Where Is Freddy? Allen, L. 201.
Where the Waves Break: Life at the Edge of the
Sea. Malnig. 13.
Which Way Freedom. Hansen, J. 209.
The Whipping Boy. Fleischman, A. 126.
Whiskers and Rhymes. Lobel. 32.
WHITAKER. Dream Sister. 199.
White House Autumn. White. 59.
WHITE. White House Autumn. 59.
WHITEHEAD. Christmas Alphabet Book. 39.
WHITMORE. You're a Real Hero, Amanda. 119.
Who Kidnapped the Sheriff?: Tales from Tickfaw.
Callen. 2.
Who Needs a Bratty Brother? Gondosch. 107.
Who Put the Cannon in the Courthouse Square?
Cooper, K. 5.
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Who's Counting? Tafuri. 218.
Why Are People Different?: A Book About
Prejudice. Hazen. 10.
Why Are You So Mean to Me? Hautzig. 209.
Why Me? Conford. 24.
The Wild Hamster. Vaes. 119.
Wildcat Summer. Riskind. 15.
WILHELM. I'll Always Love You. 100.
WILLARD. Night Story. 179.
WILLEY. Finding David Dolores. 179.
William, Where Are You? Gerstein. 46.
WILLIAMS, M. The Velveteen Rabbit. 59.
WILLIAMS, T. Between Cattails. 119.
WILLIAMSON, D. Fireside Tales of the Traveller
Children: Twelve Scottish Stories. 39.
WILLIAMSON, W. Early Stages: The Profes-
sional Theater and the Young Actor. 140.
WILSON, J. How to Survive Summer Camp. 219.
WILSON, S. Beware the Dragons! 120.
Wings: A Tale of Two Chickens. Marshall, J. 190.
Winners of the Heisman Trophy. Devaney. 183.
Winners: Women and the Nobel Prize. Shiels. 17.
Winter of Magic's Return. Service. 56.
WINTER. Comet Watch: The Return of Halley's
Comet. 140.
WINTHROP. The Castle in the Attic. 40.
-- . Lizzie and Harold. 180.
Wipe Your Feet, Santa Claus! Richter. 54.
WISLER. The Raid. 59.
The Witch Who Lives Down the Hall. Guthrie. 86.
With You and Without You. Martin, A. 174.
Wolf Pack: Tracking Wolves in the Wild.
Aamodt. 69.
Wolf of Shadows. Strieber. 80.
WOLF. The Easter Bunny. 180.
WOLFF. A Year of Beasts. 219.
--- . Only the Cat Saw. 100.
WOLKOFF. Ace Hits Rock Bottom. 93.
The Woman Who Loved Reindeer. Pierce, M. 75.
The Woman Who Rides Like a Man. Pierce, T.
156.
The Woman in the Moon and Other Tales of
Forgotten Heroines. Riordan. 76.
Women, Work, and Wages. Berger, G. 182.
WOOD, A. King Bidgood's in the Bathtub. 100.
WOOD, P. Then I'll Be Home Free. 220.
WOODS. Cocaine. 120.
WOOLVERTON. Star Wind. 199.
Workboats. Adkins. 101.
The World Treasury of Children's Literature,
Book III. Fadiman. 126.
The World is Big and I'm So Small. Kotzwinkle.
211.
The World is My Eggshell. Mulford. 192.
The World of Young Tom Jefferson. Hilton. 210.
World of the Brain. Silverstein, A. 197.
Worlds I Know and Other Poems. Livingston. 90.
Worldstone. Strauss. 159.
WOSMEK. A Brown Bird Singing. 199.
WRIGHT. Christina's Ghost. 120.
WRIGHTSON. Night Outside. 40.
Writing for Kids. Benjamin. 62.
Wrong Kind of Boy. Blair. 23.
The Year It Rained. Dragonwagon. 125.
A Year of Beasts. Wolff. 219.
The Year the Summer Died. Gauch. 85.
Yellow Bird and Me. Hansen, J. 148.
Yellow Blue Jay. Hurwitz. 186.
YEP. Mountain Light. 60.
YOLEN. Dragons and Dreams: A Collection of
New Fantasy and Science Fiction Stories. 200.
- . The Lullaby Songbook. 220.
YORK. A Likely Story. 40.
You Can Say "No": A Book About Protecting
Yourself. Boegehold. 42.
You Win Some, You Lose Some. Ure. 160.
You'll Survive: Late Blooming, Early Blooming,
Loneliness, Klutziness, and Other Problems of
Adolescence, and How to Live Through Them.
Powledge. 194.
You're a Real Hero, Amanda. Whitmore. 119.
You've Been Away All Summer. Hayes. 210.
Young Brer Rabbit and Other Trickster Tales from
the Americas. Weiss. J. 99.
Young Joe. Ormerod. 176.
Young Parents. Miner. 53.
Your Body is Your Own. Bahr. 202.
YUE. The Pueblo. 200.
ZEBROWSKI. The Stars will Speak. 60.
Zella, Zack, and Zodiac. Peet. 194.
ZERMAN. Taking on the Press: Constitutional
Rights in Conflict. 200.
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-•School Library Journal stars
REAR-VIEW
MIRRORS
by Paul Fleischman
"This thematically rich book
recounts seventeen-year-old
Olivia Tate's memories of her
first encounter, the previous
summer, with the father she has
never known. The skill with
which Fleischman creates the
characters of Olivia and her
writer father and with which he
evokes the rural New Hamp-
shire setting can only be
matched by the extraordinary
felicity of his prose style."-SLJ
A Charlotte Zolotow Book
Ages 12 up. $10.70* $10.89t
JaCket art to 1950 Dy brete
Also by Paul Fleischrnan
THE BIRTHDAY TREE
Pictures by Marcia Sewall
Ages 4-8. $11.70*
COMING-AND-GOING MEN
Four Tales
Pictures by Randy Gaul
A Charlotte Zolotow Book
Ages 11 up. $11.25* $10.89t
GRAVEN IMAGES
Pictures by Andrew Glass
A Charlotte Zolotow Book
Newbery Honor Book 1983
Ages 12 up. $11.70* $10.89t
*Invoice price, trade ed tHarpercrest library ed.
Publisher's price only and in Tlo way reflects the price at
which available from any other source
THE HALF-A-MOON INN
Pictures by Kathy Jacobi
Ages 10 up. $11.89t
I AM PHOENIX
Poems for Two Voices
Pictures by Ken Nutt
A Charlotte Zolotow Book
All ages. $11.25* $10.89t
PATH OF THE PALE HORSE
A Charlotte Zolotow Book
Ages 12 up. $10.70* $10.89t
H053rpewRow1 81
10 E. 53 St., New York 10022
1817
lv
nen uow Slmpson
-- Jacke art c 19•t• by L---ret
"Dramatic, vividly painted scenes"*
Never before has Robert Browning's classic poem, about
the medieval town whose rulers failed to pay the piper,
been captured as brilliantly as in this glowing full-color
book with illustrations by the acclaimed Anatoly Ivanov.
"Wonderful to read aloud, Browning's verses are full of
details and pleasing rhymes and rhythms, and Ivanov's big
pictures bring those details to life.... Boldly colorful draw-
ings reflect the whole gamut of emotions."-Kirkus Reviews
"Ivanov's edition is beautifully set in black italic type, and
his realistic pictures are quite effective in depicting action,
setting, and character "-*School Library Journal
Ages 5-9. TR $13.00/0-688-03809-3; LE $12.88/0-688-03810-7
the
Tied tiper-
(TC * _ 'i iOf_ ^^  ^ /" *,.S~^& ': '..^f-"«/
rop,Lee&
hpard Books
>f William Morrow & Co., Inc.
3n Ave., New York, NY 10016
'I l 01i.l 1,. j R'·I I ~1~1 I YI I~)UI Y lrl
"Hunter has woven another spellbinder'
-The Kirkus Reviews
atierself
"Catriona ('Cat') McPhie, growing up in the 1970s, is proud to
come from a long line of Scottish 'travellers'-close-knit family
communities that choose a gypsy-style life. Though they are often
the victims of prejudice, and their existence is hard, Cat has grown
up strong and self-reliant, loving the open road. Nurtured by the
.rs' belief in individual freedom, Cat [never-
s] challenges their rigid sex divisions and
ds up to the boy she loves for the right to
ke her own decisions. Readers will be caught
Sin Cat's fight for independence and in the
spectful dramatization of a nearly vanishing
y of life."-ALA Booklist
"Hunter does a fine job of telling the story
of Cat's rites of passage."
-Bulletin/Center for Children's Books
A Charlotte Zolotow Book
SAges 11-14 $12.25* $11.89t
18Harper&Row
S10 E. 53r St. New York 10022
1817
Among Mollie Hunter's
Many Novels
SHOLD ON TO LOVE THE THIRD EYE
$11.25* $12.89t $12.89t
A SOUND OF YOU NEVER KNEW
CHARIOTS HER AS I DID!
$12.70* $12.89t $12.70* $11.89t
Jacket art @1985 by Stephen Seymour
*Invoice price, trade ed tHarpercrest library ed. Publisher's price only and in no
way reflects the price at which available from any other source.
MAKING AN ISSUE
OF CHILD ABUSE
Political Agenda Setting
for Social Problems
Barbara J. Nelson
This is the absorbing story of how child abuse grew
rapidly from a small, private-sector charity concern
into a multimillion-dollar social welfare issue.
Nelson provides important new perspectives on the
process of public agenda setting and reconstructs
an invaluable history of child abuse policy in
America. While presenting a comprehensive
approach for analyzing how this issue mobilized
public action, she carefully highlights the role child
abuse plays in our larger social agenda.
Cloth $17.50 188 pages
THE MENTAL AND
SOCIAL LIFE OF BABIES
How Parents Create Persons
Kenneth Kaye
Kenneth Kaye proposes a new conception of the
role of parents in early human development.
It is actually adaptive, he asserts, for parents to
act on a falsehood, namely, that the infant is
a communicating partner from birth onward.
"An extraordinarily valuable book... [It] adds
significantly to our appreciation of the foundations
of inner experience in the infant; it reasserts the
crucial role played by parents in the organization of
the self. It deserves a wide readership, and I think it
will become a classic in the field of parent-child
research." - Paul M. Brinich, International Review
of Psycho-Analysis
Paper $9.95 304 pages
let
THE EUROPEAN FAMILY
Patriarchy to Partnership from the
Middle Ages to the Present
Michael Mitterauer and Reinhard Sieder
The stable family remains central to the aspirations
of a majority of people in the West - in spite of the
family's changing forms, functions, and associated
ideals. The authors draw on a wide range of
historical research to examine what these changes
have been, why they have come about, and how
they may affect us in the future. "There are few
general issues in current research on the family that
[the authors] have left untouched and unilluminated
in this superb introduction." - Gerald L. Soliday,
Journal of Family History
Paper $9.95 252 pages
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